Office of Homeless Services

1950 S. Sunwest Ln., Ste 200 • San Bernardino, CA 92408
Phone: (909)252-4001 • Fax: (909)252-4088
Email: homelessrfp@hss.sbcounty.gov • Website: http://www.sbcounty.gov/sbchp/

Agenda: Interagency Council on Homelessness

Meeting date,
time, and place

Date: August 27, 2014
Time: 9:00 am – 11:00 am
Place: Department of Behavioral Health, Training Institute
1950 S. Sunwest Lane, Suite 200, Rooms Suoi and Agasga
San Bernardino, California, 92408
Note: Please remember to silence your cell phones.

Convene
Meeting of
the ICH
Invocation
and Pledge
of Allegiance

Introductions

Receive
Reports

Chair or Designee will call the meeting to order

Chair or Designee will lead the Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance

Chair or Designee will lead the Introductions of the Council members and staff

1. Homeless Provider Network – Sharon Green, Chair; or Designee
2. Office of Homeless Services – Tom Hernandez, Homeless Services Manager
3. ICH Subcommittee Reports – Chairs
•

Bylaws and Membership Committee – Chris Rymer

•

Housing Committee – Doug Fazekas

•

ICH Ad Hoc Homeless Youth Committee – Supervisor Ramos

•

ICH Ad Hoc Policy Development Committee – Kent Paxton

4. Legislative Report – Otis Greer, Legislative Affairs
5. Board Agenda Review Report – Kent Paxton, Fifth District Field
Representative
6. Reentry Collaborative Report – Jose Marin, Public Health Special Project
Coordinator
THE INTERAGENCY COUNCIL ON HOMELESSNESS MEETING FACILITY IS ACCESSIBLE TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. IF ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICES OR OTHER
AUXILIARY AIDS OR SERVICES ARE NEEDED IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PUBLIC MEETING, REQUESTS SHOULD BE MADE THROUGH THE OFFICE OF
HOMELESS SERVICES AT LEAST THREE (3) BUSINESS DAYS PRIOR TO THE PARTNERSHIP MEETING. THE OFFICE OF HOMELESS SERVICES TELEPHONE NUMBER IS
(909) 252-4001 AND THE OFFICE IS LOCATED AT 1950 S. SUNWEST LN., STE 200, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408. http://www.sbcounty.gov/SBCHP/
AGENDA AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION CAN BE OBTAINED AT 1950 S. SUNWEST LN., STE 200, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
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Consent Items

Item No.
1
2
3

The following consent items are expected to be routine and non-controversial
and will be acted upon by the Council at one time unless any Council member
directs that an item be removed from the Consent Agenda for discussion.

CONSENT ITEMS
Approve minutes of the June 25, 2014 ICH meeting
Approve the nomination of Kim Carter to fill the General Member at Large
vacancy on ICH committee
Approve 2015 Point-In-Time Count date on Thursday, January 22, 2015 from
6:00 am – 10:00 am

Item No.

UPDATES

4

Homeless Management Information System – Tom Hernandez
Accept nominations for the opening of ICH Chair and Vice Chair positions that
will serve as a two year term effective October 2014
DISCUSSION ITEMS

5
Item No.
6
Public
Comment
Council
Roundtable

Discuss the Homeless Children and Youth Act of 2014
Persons wishing to address the Council will be given up to three minutes and
pursuant to Government Code section 54954.2(a) (2) no action or discussion
will be undertaken by the Council on any item NOT on the agenda.
Open to comments by the Council
The next Interagency Council on Homelessness meeting is scheduled for:

Next ICH
Meeting

September 24, 2014
9:00 am – 11:00 am
DBH – Training Institute
1950 S. Sunwest Lane, Suite 200
San Bernardino, CA 92408
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Office of Homeless Services Report
Prepared for the Interagency Council on Homelessness

Report
purpose

The purpose of this document is to present the Office of Homeless Services
report and to record action items from prior Interagency Council on
Homelessness (ICH) meetings.

Date

June 25, 2014

Presenter

Tom Hernandez, Homeless Services Manager

Announcements

The table below lists the announcements for today’s meeting.

Announcements
Continuum of Care (CoC) Teleconference with William Snow
•

On August 5, 2014, the Office of Homeless Services participated in a Southern
California Regional teleconference with the Office of Community Planning and
Development (CPD) Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Field Office SNAPs Desk
Officer, William Snow in Washington D.C., regarding the Application Project
Threshold requirements of the 2013 submission.

•

Mr. Snow, the California Officer from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) reviewed the requirements as noted in the NOFA with the 10
participating CoCs. The call was initiated by the Southern CA Region to discuss
common issues and conditions that were identified for recipients. The intent of the
call was to help recipients understand the issues and conditions to avoid similar
issues in the future, which will hopefully result in executing grant agreements faster.
HUD did not discuss scores or individual reasons for denial of projects on the call.

•

OHS has requested technical assistance from HUD to assist the CoC in identifying
the key areas noted in the submissions as not meeting threshold requirements. A
request was submitted formally on August 12, 2014 via the HUD Technical
Assistance Portal. HUD will review the request and make every effort to respond
within 10 business days.

•

In addition, the TA request also included to assist the Office of Homeless Services in
planning for Unified Funding Agency status.
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Point-In-Time Count (PITC) Kickoff Meetings
•

The Office of Homeless Services has been conducting Kickoff meetings for the
different regions throughout the County. The first meeting was held in Upland on
July 24, 2014, for the West Valley region that included the cities of Chino, Chino
Hills, Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga, and Upland.

•

On August 12 and 13, 2014, Kickoff meetings were held for the High Desert region
of the County that included the cities of Adelanto, Apple Valley, Barstow, Hesperia
and Victorville. August 14, 2014, the Office met with Twenty-nine Palms and Yucca
Valley for the East Desert and on August 19, 2014, the Office met with the city of
Needles for its Kickoff meeting.

•

On August 21, 2014 OHS met with the cities of Colton, Fontana, Grand Terrace,
Rialto, and San Bernardino for the Central Valley PITC city Kickoff meeting.

Homeless and Policy Related News
•

After declaring 2014 a "Year of Action," the White House released an updated
progress report today detailing the more than 40 actions that the President and his
Administration have taken since January to build expand opportunities for
Americans — among them being the Mayors Challenge to End Veteran
Homelessness announced June 4 (see attached Report 2A). The initiative seeks
public commitments from local leaders to use federal and community resources to
end homelessness among Veterans by the end of 2015. To date, more than 111
governors, mayors and county officials have pledged.

•

The leaders of these cities for California have said they're in:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Mayor Harvey Hall - Bakersfield
Mayor Matt Hall - Carlsbad
Mayor Lee Haydu - Del Mar
Mayor Teresa Barth - Encinitas
Mayor Bill Harrison - Fremont
Mayor Ashley Swearengin - Fresno
Mayor Art Madrid - La Mesa
Mayor Mary Sessom - Lemon Grove
Mayor John Marchand - Livermore
Mayor Bob Foster - Long Beach
Mayor Eric Garcetti - Los Angeles
Mayor Jean Quan - Oakland
Mayor Rusty Bailey - Riverside
Mayor Kevin Johnson - Sacramento
Mayor Kevin Faulconer - San Diego
Mayor Edwin M. Lee - San Francisco
Mayor Chuck Reed - San Jose
Mayor Helene Schneider - Santa Barbara
Mayor John D'Amico - West Hollywood
Mayor Christopher Cabaldon - West Sacramento

A Congressman spends the night among the homeless (see attached Report 2B).
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Supportive Services for Veterans and Families Funding Awards 2014
•

On August 11, 2014, Secretary of Veterans Affairs Robert A. McDonald announced
the award of approximately $300 million in Supportive Services for Veterans and
Families (SSVF) grants that will help approximately 115,000 homeless and at-risk
Veterans and their families. The grants will be distributed to 301 community
agencies in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
(see attached Report 2C).

•

The following agencies received funding for San Bernardino County:
o
o
o

•

United States Veterans Initiative: $744,804.00 for both Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties
Knowledge and Education for Your Success: $619,134.00 for San
Bernardino County
Lighthouse Treatment Center: $565,284.00 for both Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties

SSVF CoC funding awards should be announced within the next few weeks. For
our CoC this amounts to $3 million in one-time surge funding.

8th Annual Homeless Summit
• This year’s Homeless Summit will be held on Wednesday, November 5, 2014
tentatively at the Ontario Convention Center located at 2000 E Convention Center
Way, Ontario, CA 91764, tentatively from 9:00 am to 3:30 pm, with check-in
beginning at 8:30 am.
•

This year’s theme is entitled: “Collaborating is Key”.

Colton Project Connect
•

The San Bernardino County Homeless Partnership is currently coordinating the
Colton Project Connect that will take place on September 25, 2014 from 10:00 am
until 3:00 pm.

•

OHS is partnering with the City of Colton to host the event. The Project Connect will
be held at Cesar Chavez Park, Gonzales Community Center at 670 Colton Avenue,
Colton, CA 92324.

•

We are anticipating approximately 500 attendees that day, and plan to provide them
with lunch, medical and dental screenings, veteran’s services, and many additional
support services.

•

If an agency is interested in participating as a vendor, please contact Deanna
Luttrell at (909) 252-4004.

Attachments
President’s Year of Action Report – Report 2A-Attached
Mint Press News – Report 2B-Attached
SSVF Grant Awards Fact Sheet – Report 2C-Attached
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YEAR OF ACTION"

AN UPDATE ON WHAT PRESIDENT OBAMA HAS DONE
THIS YEAR TO HELP ENSURE
OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL AMERICANS."
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YEAR OF ACTION"

A  Year  of  Ac+on                   
  

The President will continue to work with Congress wherever he can to keep our economy moving forward and
creating jobs. But there’s nothing more important to the President than restoring middle class economic security
by building an economy where every hardworking American can get ahead. To do that, the President will also do
everything he can on his own to fight for middle class families every single day.!
!
To keep moving forward, we need a plan that rewards hard work with fair wages, invests in education,
trains workers with the skills they need for a good job, builds on our automobile and manufacturing
boom, and ensures those at the top pay their fair share of taxes. As part of this Year of Action, since January,
the Administration has taken more than 40 actions described in this document to help build real, lasting economic
security for the middle class. Using his pen and his phone, the President has helped to create new manufacturing
jobs, expand apprenticeships and job training, make student loan payments more affordable, support workplace
flexibility and equal pay, cut carbon pollution and successfully rally support to raise the minimum wage in states
across the country while signing an executive order to raise the minimum wage for workers on new federal
contracts.!
!
But at this make or break moment for the middle class, Republicans in Congress – the least productive Congress
in history – have set records in obstruction and are now wasting time and taxpayer dollars on political stunts like
Speaker Boehner’s plan to sue the President for doing his job. Not only are Republicans in Congress pushing for
the same failed top-down policies that cut taxes for millionaires, but they’ve also blocked simple yes or no votes to
raise the minimum wage, cut student loan interest rates, and ensure women get paid equally for doing the same
job as a man. Republicans are so focused on blocking change that their approach threatens to stop our country
from moving forward.!
!
Thanks to the grit and resilience of the American people, we’ve made progress over the last few years and there’s
reason for optimism. But now it’s time for Washington to do its part by investing in a plan that grows our economy
from the middle-out, not the top-down.!
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Highlights  on  New  Ac+ons  in  the  Last  Two  Months  
  

Taking Action on Equal Pay and Workplace Flexibility: President Obama took action to promote pay transparency by prohibiting federal
contractors from retaliating against employees who choose to discuss their compensation and taking steps to collect new summary data on
contractor compensation. The President also hosted the first-ever White House Summit on Working Families, at which he announced new
actions designed to expand flexible workplace policies in the federal government as well as initiatives to remove barriers to training and
access to non-traditional occupations.!
!
Reducing Carbon Pollution in Our Power Plants: The EPA’s Clean Power Plan proposed commonsense carbon pollution standards for
existing plants to protect the health of our children. This plan puts our nation on the path toward a 30 percent reduction in carbon pollution
from the power sector by 2030. In addition, the release of the third National Climate Assessment provides the most authoritative and
comprehensive source of scientific information to date about climate change impacts in the United States. !
!
Ensuring Student Debt Remains Affordable: The President directed the Secretary of Education to let borrowers cap their monthly student
loan payments at 10 percent of their monthly incomes, making this option available on all direct loans. Up to 5 million borrowers are expected
to benefit.!
!
Call for $10.10 Minimum Wage Has Spurred State, Local and Business Action: Since the State of the Union – and the President’s
Executive Order requiring a $10.10 minimum wage for workers on new federal contracts – states like Connecticut, Hawaii, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota and Vermont have taken action to raise wages at or near $10.10 that will benefit well over 1.5 million workers. In
total, 13 states have raised wages since the President’s original call to increase the minimum wage in 2013. In addition, cities have taken
steps to raise the minimum wage for contractors or employees, and companies like the Gap have raised wages for their workers."
!
Creating Jobs Through Increased Travel and Tourism to the United States: The Administration is developing a national goal to improve
the entry process and reduce wait times for international travelers to the United States, including action plans at the 15 largest airports for
international arrivals. These actions will build on efforts that have already cut visa wait times from as much as several months to an average of
5 days and are poised to help increase visitors to the United States from 55 million in 2009 to 100 million by 2021, which will support
hundreds of thousands of additional jobs.!
!
Supporting Efforts to Foster Manufacturing Entrepreneurship and Investment in the United States: The Administration helped convene
more than 90 mayors who are offering manufacturing entrepreneurs more opportunities to start and grow their businesses, while it also took
steps to assist entrepreneurs with access to billions of dollars worth of cutting edge equipment to help start businesses. The Administration
also continues to implement the SelectUSA program, which has now assisted more than $18 billion in investment into the United States, while
the President announced the second-ever SelectUSA conference next year to further facilitate new investment. !
"
!
!
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June 23:
June 18:
June 17:
June 17:
June 14:
June 13:
June 12:
June 9:
June 4:
June 2:
May 30:
May 29:
May 28:
May 27:
May 22:
May 21:
May 20:
May 14:
May 13:
May 9:
May 6:
"

                
New  Ac+ons  to  Date  

"Actions taken to support working families as part of Summit on Working Families, including a Presidential Memorandum
directing federal agencies to enhance workplace flexibilities!
"First-Ever White House Maker Faire, expanding access to tools to launch businesses, learn STEM skills, and lead a
grassroots renaissance in American manufacturing!
"New actions by federal agencies, Mayors, and local leaders to invest locally in manufacturing entrepreneurship!
"Actions announced to preserve and protect oceans, including to combat black market fishing!
"Nearly $1 billion National Disaster Resilience Competition announced, to support innovative local resilience projects !
"Announced steps to strengthen Native American communities through education and economic development!
"Proposed rule issued to raise minimum wage for workers on new federal contracts to $10.10 an hour!
"Presidential Memorandum directing ED to allow all direct loan borrowers to cap their loans at 10 percent of income, !benefiting
up to 5 million with student loans!
"Joined four governors and 77 mayors to call for an end to veterans homelessness by the end of 2015!
"Proposed the Clean Power Plan to protect the health of our children and put our nation on the path toward a 30 percent
reduction in carbon pollution from the power sector by 2030!
"My Brother’s Keeper Federal Task Force issued its 90-day report recommending a series of steps we can take – working
across agencies and across sectors – to expand opportunity for young people across the country !
"Healthy Kids and Safe Sports Concussion Summit!
"Energy Datapalooza with commitments from utilities and cities to use open data to drive energy efficiency!
"4th White House Science Fair with new steps to help more students excel in STEM education and ConnectED commitments!
"Presidential Memorandum directing DHS and Commerce to take steps to improve the entry process for international arrivals!
!Organ Mountains-Desert Peaks National Monument declared!
"Announcement of 2015 SelectUSA Summit and over $18 billion in investment facilitated by SelectUSA to date!
Plan released to reduce the aggregate time it takes to conduct reviews and make permitting decisions for infrastructure
projects, while producing measurably better environmental and community outcomes
"Actions announced by HUD and FHFA to reduce lender uncertainty and expand access to mortgage credit!
"Commitment by 300 public and private sector organizations to cut energy waste and deploy enough solar energy to power
nearly 130,000 homes!
"Third National Climate Assessment released!
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April 25:
April 16:
April 8:
April 7:
March 28:
March 19:
March 14:
March 13:
March 11:
March 7:
February 27:
February 25:
February 19:
February 18:
February 12:
February 7:
February 5:
February 4:
January 31:
January 30:
January 29:
January 16:
January 15:
January 9:

                
New  Ac+ons  to  Date  

!Laid out plan to strengthen America’s teacher preparation programs!
"Announcement that nearly $500 million in community college grants will be used for “job-driven” models, along with $100
!million to support apprenticeships !
"Executive Order fighting pay discrimination among federal contractors!
"Award of $100 million in grants to redesign high schools!
"Released strategy to reduce methane emissions!
"Climate Data Initiative launched!
"Gainful employment regulations released to protect many students from unaffordable college loans!
"Presidential Memorandum directing Secretary of Labor to update overtime pay protections!
!Permanently protected the first shoreline addition to the California Coastal National Monument!
"FAFSA Completion Initiative launched to help students apply for college financial aid!
"Launch of My Brother’s Keeper initiative, a new public-private effort to expand opportunity!
"New manufacturing institutes launched in Chicago and Detroit!
"Executive Order directing the timely completion of the International Trade Data System!
"President directs EPA and DOT to adopt new fuel efficiency standards for heavy duty trucks!
"Executive Order raising minimum wage for workers on new federal contracts!
"Launch of “Made in Rural America” initiative!
"New USDA regional climate hubs established!
"Along with Feb. 28 and May 27 event, $2 billion in private sector commitments on ConnectED – following $2 billion federal
!commitment from State of the Union!
"More than 300 companies signed on to best practices on recruiting and hiring the long-term unemployed, along with $150
!million committed towards Ready to Work Partnership Grants!
"Presidential Memorandum directing federal training program review led by the Vice President to ensure they are job-driven!
"Presidential Memorandum directing Treasury to create myRA retirement program!
"College Opportunity Summit with more than 150 commitments by colleges, universities and organizations!
"New manufacturing institute launched in Raleigh!
"First five Promise Zones announced!
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White  House  Summit  on  Working  Families  
  

June 23: At the Summit on Working Families, the President announced a set of concrete steps
that will create more opportunities for hardworking families to get ahead.!
TAKING ACTION!
As part of the White House Summit on Working Families, the Administration announced the following actions to support workplace
flexibility: "
• PM Directing Federal Agencies To Expand Flexible Workplace Policies: The President issued a Presidential Memorandum
directing federal agencies to implement existing efforts to expand flexible workplace policies to the maximum possible extent and
to make clear that federal workers have the “right to request” a flexible work arrangement without fear of retaliation."
• Grants to Support Efforts to Remove Barriers to Training: DOL will make funds available for technical skill training grants to
provide low-wage individuals opportunities to advance in their careers in in-demand industries, with $25 million of the competition
focused on addressing barriers to training faced by those with childcare responsibilities. "
• Expanding Access to More Occupations: Numerous initiatives will focus on closing the gender pay gap by expanding women’s
access to high-paying science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) and non-traditional occupations.!
• Pregnancy Discrimination Map: At the President’s direction, DOL released a new interactive online map where working families
can learn about the rights of pregnant workers in each state. !
MOVING FORWARD!
! !
!
• Convening Businesses and Stakeholders to Identify and Share Innovative Solutions: In consultation with the
Administration, a group of businesses are launching a working group that that will bring together companies across diverse
industries to explore ways they can address the needs of working families in today’s changing economy, doing right by their
workers and their bottom line.!
• Supporting States in their Efforts to Establish Paid Leave Programs: The Administration is dedicated to helping more
states follow in the footsteps of California, New Jersey, and Rhode Island. The President has therefore directed DOL to make
funds available to support actuarial analysis by states who are considering implementing a state paid leave program, but
need help getting past this crucial step. !
• Making the Federal Workplace a Role Model and Source of Guidance: As part of the Presidential Memorandum
mentioned above, agencies will be reviewing best practices for and barriers to flexible work arrangements, culminating in a
report to the President by Spring 2015.!
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Suppor+ng  Manufacturing  Entrepreneurship  and  a  New    
                
Movement  for  Making  in  America  

June 17 and 18: As part of visit to a TechShop in Pittsburgh and the first-ever White
House Maker Faire, President Obama announced steps to help Americans use new tools
such as 3D printers, laser cutters, and easy-to-use design software to launch businesses;
learn vital skills in STEM; and lead a grassroots renaissance in American manufacturing. !
TAKING ACTION!
Creating a Nation of Makers: As documented in the White House report Making in America: U.S. Manufacturing
Entrepreneurship and Innovation, new tools for democratized production are boosting entrepreneurship in American
manufacturing and building U.S. competitiveness. Key steps announced to help realize this opportunity include:!
"
• Helping Makers Launch New Businesses and Create Jobs: More than 13 federal agencies and companies including
Etsy, Kickstarter, Indiegogo, Chevron, Intel, and Local Motors, in addition to more than 90 Mayors who took the “Maker
Mayors” Challenge,” are offering Makers and manufacturing entrepreneurs a suite of support services to start and grow
their business. In addition, federal agencies are providing streamlined access for entrepreneurs to more than 700 federal
R&D facilities, and, as supported in the President’s 2015 Budget, five agencies are investing more than $150 million in
the Materials Genome Initiative to support advanced manufacturing. !
• Dramatically Expanding the Number of Students who Have the Opportunity to Become Makers: The Department
of Education and five other agencies; over 150 colleges and universities; more than 130 libraries; and major companies
including Intel, Autodesk, Disney, Lego, 3D Systems, and MAKE are committing to create more Makerspaces, enlist
more educators in teaching manufacturing entrepreneurship, and expand access to tools and mentors. !
MOVING FORWARD!
Continued Effort to Expand Access to Making: The Administration is working to grow the coalition of Mayors,
companies, universities, non-profits, and others working to support making, including steps to create more Makerspaces
in schools, increase the number of cities with strong manufacturing entrepreneurship ecosystems, and increase the value
and variety of what entrepreneurs can design, prototype, and manufacture.!
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Suppor+ng  Manufacturing  Entrepreneurship  and  a  New  Movement  
                
for  Making  in  America  

Maker Mayors  

More than 90 mayors and other municipal leaders across
the nation have pledged to take action to boost
manufacturing entrepreneurship and Making in their own
communities and beyond. These communities range from
big cities to small towns and villages; from recognized
centers of innovation to long-time manufacturing hubs; and
many others. These Maker Mayor initiatives are being led
by officials who are Democrats, Republicans, and
Independents.!

Maker Universities  

More than 150 colleges and universities reaching over 3
million students are taking steps to expand manufacturing
entrepreneurship and Making on campuses and in their
communities. A diverse group of higher education institutions
signed a letter to the President committing to take concrete
steps to empower students to learn through Making, expand
access to Maker spaces, incorporate manufacturing
entrepreneurship into senior design projects and admissions
portfolios, and support student entrepreneurship.!
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Protec+ng  Our  Oceans  and  Coasts  
  

June 17: New executive actions announced to preserve and protect the oceans,
including new protections for world-class marine areas and actions to combat black
market fishing and support fishermen.!
TAKING ACTION!
Leading at Home and Internationally to Protect Our Oceans and Coasts: President Obama launched the National Ocean
Policy, which seeks to streamline more than 100 laws that govern our oceans and create a coordinated, science-based
approach to managing the many resources and uses of our oceans and coasts. National Ocean Policy initiatives range from
voluntary marine planning to releasing federal data to supporting offshore renewable energy projects to making our ports
more resilient to sea level rise. Building on this effort, the Administration announced:!
• New Protections for World-Class Marine Areas: The President announced a commitment to use his authority to protect
some of our most precious marine landscapes just like he has for our mountains, rivers and forests.!
• Combating Black Market Fishing and Supporting Fishermen: The President directed federal agencies to develop a
comprehensive program aimed at deterring illegal fishing, addressing seafood fraud, and preventing illegally caught fish
from entering the marketplace by increasing traceability and transparency. The program will be an important step in ending
illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing, building the market for legally and sustainably caught seafood, and supporting
the men and women of the fishing industry. !
MOVING FORWARD!
Expanding Protections in the South-Central Pacific: To meet the President’s commitment to new protections for marine
areas, the Administration will immediately consider how we might expand protections near the Pacific Remote Islands Marine
National Monument in the south-central Pacific Ocean, an area which contains some of the most pristine tropical marine
environments in the world. These tropical coral reefs and associated marine ecosystems are also among the most vulnerable
areas to the impacts of climate change and ocean acidification.!
!
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Preparing  for  the  Impacts  of  Climate  Change  
  
June 14: National Disaster Resilience Competition launched to support innovative local resilience projects. !
May 6: Release of the third National Climate Assessment, the most authoritative and comprehensive source of
scientific information to date about climate change impacts in the United States.!
March 19: Launch of the Climate Data Initiative, which brings together open government data, innovators, and
the private sector to support the development of data-driven resilience tools for communities. !

  

"

TAKING ACTION!

Developing Actionable Climate Information Data and Tools: A critical piece of the President’s Climate Action Plan is
ensuring that we utilize science-based knowledge to inform and underpin actions to combat the threats from climate change. !
• Climate Data Initiative: Building on the success of the Obama Administration’s ongoing efforts to unleash the power of
open government data, the Climate Data Initiative leverages open climate data to fuel innovation and private sector
entrepreneurship to advance climate change preparedness through the development of data products, tools, and
applications that are geared toward solving real-life challenges.!
• Third U.S. National Climate Assessment: The assessment highlights new advances in our understanding of climate
change impacts across all regions of the United States and on critical sectors of the economy at an unprecedented level of
rigor, clarity, and comprehensiveness. This information was released via an innovative and intuitive website that translates
scientific insights into practical, usable knowledge to help decision-makers anticipate and prepare for specific climate
change impacts. !
• National Disaster Resilience Competition: Responding to demand from state, local, and tribal leaders who are working to
increase the safety and security of their communities, the nearly $1 billion competition will invite communities that have
experienced natural disasters to compete for funds to help them rebuild and increase their resilience to future disasters. !
MOVING FORWARD!
Expanding Access to Climate Information, Data, and Tools: NOAA, NASA, and other agencies participating in the U.S.
Global Change Research Program will expand the Climate Data Initiative, build a climate resilience toolkit, and explore ways
to sustain National Climate Assessment activities with the goals of providing ongoing, timely, and actionable climate
information, data, and tools in support of climate preparedness. !
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Addressing  the  Threat  of  Climate  Change  
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Strengthening  Tribal  Communi+es  
  

June 13: Actions to strengthen Native American communities through education and
economic development.!
TAKING ACTION!
On June 13, the President, accompanied by the First Lady, made his first Presidential trip to Indian Country. Building on the
significant progress the President has already made in partnering with tribes on a nation-to-nation basis to promote prosperous and
resilient tribal nations, the Administration announced:!
•

Bureau of Indian Education “Blueprint for Reform”: In June, the Departments of the Interior and Education released a Bureau
of Indian Education “Blueprint for Reform,” a comprehensive plan to redesign the BIE to achieve one overarching goal: for tribes
to deliver a world-class education to all students attending BIE schools. To implement the Blueprint, Secretary Jewell signed an
order to transform the BIE into a school improvement organization rather than a direct school operator.!

•

Modernizing and Streamlining Approval Process for Rights-of-Way: Interior announced a proposed rule to modernize and
streamline the approval process for rights-of-way, which will help spur tribal economic development.!

•

Supporting Native American Owned Businesses: The Departments of the Interior and Agriculture and the Small Business
Administration announced new initiatives to support Native American-owned businesses, including a new American Indian and
Alaska Native portal on SBA’s BusinessUSA website.!

•

Increasing Veterans Hiring: The Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs announced a new commitment to
increase the number of veterans they hire. !

MOVING FORWARD!
• Implement the BIE Blueprint: Interior will work to transform the BIE into an organization that supports tribes in delivering a
world-class education to all students attending BIE schools.!
• Hold Listening Sessions on School Climate: The White House Initiative on American Indian and Alaska Native Education will
hold listening sessions where schools and communities will identify ways to improve school climate, discuss recent research,
and highlight ways communities are proactively supporting Native students.!
• Encourage Use of Tax-Exempt Bonds for Tribal Economic Development: Treasury will conduct outreach to tribal leaders
and bond practitioners to expand awareness and understanding of Tribal Economic Development Bonds."
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YEAR OF ACTION"

Minimum  Wage                   
  

February 12 and June 12: Executive Order signed requiring that workers on new federal
contracts be paid $10.10 an hour, with proposed rule issued on June 12.!
TAKING ACTION!
Executive Order Will Raise Wages for Hundreds of Thousands of Workers on Federal Contracts: The EO will benefit
hundreds of thousands of people working under contracts with the federal government who are making less than $10.10 an
hour.
• Evidence Shows Higher Wages Improve Quality and Efficiency: Studies show that boosting low wages will reduce
turnover and absenteeism, while also boosting morale and improving the incentives for workers, leading to higher productivity
overall. These gains improve the quality and efficiency of services provided to the government.
• Proposed Rule Published: On June 12, the Department of Labor published a proposed rule, keeping it on track to
implement the higher wages by January 1, 2015.
MOVING FORWARD!
President’s
Call to Action Has Spurred States, Cities and Businesses to Act:"
!
!• State Action: Since the President first called for a minimum wage increase in 2013, 13 states and Washington, DC have
! passed increases to their minimum wage. Actions that have been taken in just Connecticut, Hawaii, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota and Vermont this year to raise wages to at or near $10.10 mean that over 1.5 million workers will
see a raise. Jeanne Mejeur, a senior researcher at the National Conference of State Legislatures, told the
New York Times that “there had been previous waves of interest at the state level, but the President’s efforts appeared to
have encouraged states to seek a higher minimum wage.” "
• Local Action: Cities have joined in, too. Cities like St. Louis, Philadelphia, New London, Connecticut and Ann Arbor, Michigan
have taken action to raise the minimum wage for city employees and/or contract workers. "
• Business Action: The Gap announced it was raising its wages to at least $10, IKEA announced it was raising its wages at
locations across the country, while small businesses have taken action to increase their own wages. !
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Student  Debt:  Expanding  Pay  As  You  Earn  
  

June 9: Presidential Memorandum signed to allow all borrowers with direct student loans to cap
their monthly payments at just 10 percent of their income, helping up to 5 million borrowers.!
TAKING ACTION!
Capping Student Loan Payments at 10 Percent of Income: The President directed the Secretary of Education to propose
regulations that ensure student debt remains affordable for all who borrowed federal direct loans as students by allowing them
to cap their payments at 10 percent of their monthly incomes. The Department will aim to make the new plan available to
borrowers by December 2015.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Doing All We Can to Help Students Repay Their Loans: Moving forward, the Administration is helping students repay
their loans:!
• Renegotiating Contracts with Servicers to Strengthen Incentives to Help Borrowers Repay Loans on Time: The
new contracts will include stronger financial incentives for these companies to help borrowers repay their loans on time,
keep loans out of delinquency and default, and serve borrowers well. !
!
• Providing Relief to Servicemembers: Because paperwork was standing between active duty servicemembers and the
lower interest rates they are entitled to, the Department of Education will automatically reduce interest rates on their
federal direct student loans and help lenders of federal guaranteed loans streamline their own processes. !
!
• Outreach on Repayment Options: The Department of Education is redoubling its efforts to identify borrowers who may
be struggling to repay and provide them with timely information about their options, helping them avoid or get out of
default. The Department of the Treasury is working with Intuit, Inc. and H&R Block to communicate information about
federal student loan repayment options to millions of borrowers during the tax filing process and times of financial
planning through Mint.com. !
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Mayors  Challenge  to  End  Veteran  Homelessness  
  

June 4: Four governors, 77 mayors, and 4 county officials met to end veterans
homelessness by the end of 2015. !
TAKING ACTION!
Building on Historic Progress: Over the last three years, the Administration and our partners in states and
communities across the country have achieved a 24 percent decrease in homelessness among veterans. Building on
that progress, the Administration announced a new effort:!
• Through the Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness, mayors and other state and local leaders across the
country will marshal federal, local, and non-profit efforts to end veteran homelessness in their communities. !
• Ending veteran homelessness means reaching the point where there are no veterans sleeping on our streets and
every veteran has access to permanent housing. Should veterans become homeless or be at-risk of becoming
homeless, communities will have the capacity to quickly connect them to the help they need to achieve housing
stability. When those things are accomplished, our nation will achieve its goal.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Federal Partnership for Local Leaders: To aid the mayors in pursuit of the goal of ending homelessness among
veterans, the federal government has provided resources and enforced programs to strengthen our country’s homeless
assistance programs. These resources and reforms, when implemented in local communities, can include: !
• Removing barriers to help veterans obtain permanent housing as quickly as possible; !
• Prioritizing the most vulnerable veterans for permanent supportive housing opportunities; !
• Coordinating outreach efforts; !
• Targeting rapid rehousing interventions, including those made possible through the Department of Veterans Affairs’
Supportive Services for Veteran Families program, toward veterans and their families who need shorter-term rental
subsidies and services in order to be reintegrated back into our communities; !
• Leveraging housing and services resources that can help veterans who are ineligible for some of the VA’s programs get
into stable housing; !
• Increasing early detection and access to preventive services; and !
• Closely monitoring progress toward the goal.!
!
!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Proposed  Carbon  Pollu+on  Standards  for  Exis+ng  Power  Plants  
  

June 2: The EPA released the Clean Power Plan proposing commonsense carbon pollution
standards for existing plants. These standards will protect the health of our children and put our
nation on the path toward a 30 percent reduction in carbon pollution from the power sector by
2030. Over the course of the last year, EPA has collected extensive public input – including
from 11 public listening sessions and meetings with more than 300 groups from across the
country – that have helped guide the development of the Clean Power Plan.!
"
TAKING ACTION!
!
!
Commonsense Standards through the Clean Power Plan: Power plants are the largest concentrated source of carbon
emissions in the! United States, making up roughly one-third of all domestic greenhouse gas emissions. While we have limits
on the amount of arsenic, mercury, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and particle pollution that power plants can emit, there
are currently no national limits on carbon pollution levels.!
"
The Clean Power Plan will:!
• Help cut carbon pollution from the power sector by approximately 30 percent from 2005 levels. It will also reduce by 25
percent pollutants that contribute to the soot and smog that make people sick.!
• Lead to climate and health benefits worth an estimated $55 billion to $93 billion per year in 2030. This includes avoiding
2,700 to 6,600 premature deaths and 140,000 to 150,000 asthma attacks in children in 2030.!
• Create health benefits that far outweigh the estimated annual costs, which are $7.3 billion to $8.8 billion in 2030. From
the soot and smog reductions alone, American families will see up to $7 in health benefits for every dollar invested
through the Clean Power Plan.  
  
MOVING FORWARD!
  
Finalizing the Rule and State Plans: "
!• From June-October, EPA will hold a 120-day public comment period on the proposed standards. During the week of July
28, EPA will also hold public hearings on the Clean Power Plan in Atlanta, Denver, Pittsburgh, and Washington, DC.!
• The final rule is expected to be issued by EPA in June 2015.!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Healthy  Kids  and  Safe  Sports  Concussion  Summit  
  

May 29: To help ensure children's safety in sports, the President hosted the Healthy
Kids and Safe Sports Concussion Summit at the White House.!
TAKING ACTION!
Staying Active and Playing Safe: At the White House, the President and experts highlighted the importance of being
active, while taking steps to get educated about concussions. The President highlighted a number of commitments by
key stakeholders to expand our knowledge of and research on concussions and to give parents, coaches, clinicians, and
young athletes the tools to prevent, identify, and respond to concussions.!
MOVING FORWARD!
• NCAA and the Department of Defense are launching a $30 million effort to fund the most comprehensive clinical
study of concussion and head impact exposure ever conducted and improve concussion education and awareness.!
!
• The National Institutes of Health is launching a new longitudinal research effort on the chronic effects of repetitive
concussions to inform clinical trials aimed at preventing or slowing disease progression in the future. This effort
builds on an NIH partnership with the National Football League.!
!
• The NFL is committing $25 million over the next three years to promote youth sports safety, including new pilot
programs to expand access to athletic trainers in schools, in conjunction with the National Athletic Trainers
Association, and a Back to Sports program – a collaboration with the National PTA and the American Heart
Association/American Stroke Association – to hold information sessions across the country to educate parents about
sports safety.!
!
• With a $10 million investment from Steve Tisch, UCLA’s Departments of Neurosurgery and Pediatrics will launch the
UCLA Steve Tisch BrainSPORT Program to target sports concussion prevention, outreach, research and treatment. !
!
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ConnectED  
  

                

State of the Union, Feb. 4, Feb. 27, and May 4: FCC announced a $2 billion “downpayment”
to substantially increase federal investment in school broadband and wireless and
commitments from top technology companies to provide free digital devices, content, and
wireless access for K-12 students.!
!

TAKING ACTION!

Delivering Fast Broadband and Wireless to 15,000 More Schools – and 20 Million More Students – By the End of 2015: In the
near-term, the FCC is moving forward with a $2 billion “downpayment” that will deliver the connectivity essential to tech-infused
teaching and learning. This investment will bring us dramatically closer to the President’s goal of connecting 99 percent of students
within five years.!
Empowering Pioneering Schools with $2 Billion in Technology to Make the Digital Transition in 2014-16: Will jumpstart
transition by delivering tablets/laptops as primary means of instruction and evaluation, using software that adapts to students’ needs,
and bringing richer, more effective instructional content into the classroom and wirelessly at home. !

$2 Billion in Private-Sector Commitments: $2 billion in new private sector commitments announced, including over $100 million
each from Adobe, Apple, AT&T, Autodesk, Esri, Microsoft, O’Reilly Media, Prezi, Sprint and Verizon. On June 13, the Administration
launched the ConnectED Hub (http://www.whitehouse.gov/ConnectED) a digital resource routing teachers/schools to these resources.
MOVING FORWARD!
!
"
New
Investments Will Dramatically Expand Market for e-Learning Devices and Software – Beginning in the 2014/2015
!
School Year: Beyond the direct impact of these investments on schools, they will also help expand the market for entrepreneurs
developing
learning devices and software. Nearly 90 percent of educators want to enrich their teaching with more technology, and
!
ConnectED will deliver that basic infrastructure atop which America’s top innovators can build new businesses. "
!
!
! Robust Demand Will Make the Tools of Digital Learning More Affordable: By delivering next-generation connectivity to
schools
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educational devices price-competitive with textbooks, and with a proliferation of ingenuity, we are well on the way to making that
goal a reality in the next two years – ahead of schedule.!
!

YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Helping  More  Girls  and  Boys  Succeed  in  STEM  Subjects  
  

May 27: As part of the fourth White House Science Fair, President Obama announced
new steps to help more students excel in science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) education, including a new $35 million teacher training competition. !
TAKING ACTION!
Educate to Innovate: The Educate to Innovate campaign is the President’s all-hands-on-deck effort to get more girls and
boys inspired to excel and to provide the support they need to succeed in the vital STEM subjects. Key steps announced at
the 2014 White House Science Fair include:!
• A new $35 million Department of Education teacher training competition, in support of the President’s goal to train
100,000 excellent STEM teachers. The federal investment builds on an ongoing private-sector effort, called 100kin10,
that has been created in response to the President’s call to action, with nearly 200 partners, commitments to support
more than 40,000 teachers, and more than $60 million raised in philanthropic funding. !
• A major expansion of STEM AmeriCorps to provide STEM learning opportunities for 18,000 low-income students this
summer.!
• A national STEM mentoring effort led by US2020 kicking off in seven cities, as well as new steps by leading technology
and media companies, non-profits, and others to connect more students to STEM.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Continued Effort to Grow the Coalition Supporting STEM Education: The Administration will continue its efforts to
grow the coalition of companies, foundations, non-profits and others supporting Educate to Innovate, including steps that
support more excellent STEM teachers, increase the participation of girls and under-represented minorities, and give
access to more hands-on STEM and Making experiences. This Fall, the Department of Education will announce the
winners of its STEM-focused teacher training grants, which are designed to encourage multi-sector partnerships with a
built-in private-sector match requirement.!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Strengthening  Travel  and  Tourism  to  the  US    
  

May 22: Department of Homeland Security and Department of Commerce directed to take
steps to improve the entry process, and to develop a national goal for improving the entry
process for international arrivals to the U.S. and 15 airport-specific action plans by this fall. !

TAKING ACTION!
Work to Date Has Already Helped to Drive Increased International Travel to the United States: Thanks to steps taken
by the Administration such as cutting visa wait times from as much as several months to an average of 5 days, the number
of international visitors to the United States has grown from 55 million in 2009 to 70 million in 2013. Growth in international
visitors has created roughly 175,000 American jobs over the past five years and helped put us on track to meet President
Obama’s goal of 100 million visitors in 2021 – which will support hundreds of thousands of additional jobs.!
!
Presidential Memorandum to Expedite the Entry Process for Travelers, Starting With the 15 Largest Airports: Over
the next 120 days, Secretary Pritzker and Secretary Johnson are leading an interagency team, in close partnership with
industry, to improve the entry process. The team is both developing a national goal to improve the entry process and
reduce wait times for international travelers to the United States as well as action plans at the 15 largest airports for
international arrivals, consistent with progress achieved at Dallas Fort Worth and Chicago O’Hare airports where, through a
combination of streamlining processes and upgrading technologies, wait times were reduced significantly."
MOVING FORWARD!
"
Working closely with industry to improve the arrivals process and welcome more international travelers to the U.S.:"
• Meetings are underway at the top 15 airports for international arrivals to the US where the federal government is working
closely with local airport authorities, airlines, and other industry stakeholders to develop airport specific action plans.!
• The Administration is asking for industry’s feedback on a national goal to improve the entry process and reduce wait times for
international travelers to the United States that can help set an ambitious vision for the country. !
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Protec+ng  Our  Great  Outdoors  
  
Permanently protected the Organ Mountains-Desert Peaks National Monument

May 21:
in south-central New Mexico.!

March 11: Permanently protected the first shoreline addition to the California Coastal
National Monument.!
TAKING ACTION!
Protecting Our Nationally Significant Public Lands: In his State of the Union address, President Obama pledged to use his
authority to protect more of our pristine federal lands for future generations. Since then, he has taken action including: !
• Designating the Organ Mountains-Desert Peak National Monument: President Obama established the Organ MountainsDesert Peaks National Monument in New Mexico, an action that, according to independent analysis, could generate $7.4 million
in new economic activity each year. Using his authorities under the Antiquities Act for the 11th time, the President took action to
permanently protect approximately 496,000 acres to ensure that the prehistoric, historic, and scientific values of this area
remain for the benefit of all Americans while preserving access for sportsmen, ranchers, and recreational users. !
• Established the First Shoreline Addition to the California Coastal National Monument: Using his authorities under the
Antiquities Act, President Obama protected the Point Arena-Stornetta Public Lands, a 1,665 acre stretch of Northern California’s
spectacular coastline.!
• Protecting Pollinators Critical to the Nation’s Economy: Presidential Memorandum issued June 20 directed federal
agencies to take steps to protect and restore domestic populations of pollinators, including honey bees, native bees, birds, bats,
and butterflies – contributors of more than $24 billion to our economy and essential to our food system and environmental
health.!
MOVING FORWARD!
The President has called on Congress to do its part to protect the nation’s most treasured spaces proposed to fully fund the
Land and Water Conservation Fund through mandatory funding and has pledged to continue to act on his own through the
America’s Great Outdoors Initiative. The Department of the Interior and other agencies are also taking steps – including
through public-private partnerships – to connect more youth to the great outdoors. The Secretary of Agriculture and the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency will also lead a new Pollinator Health Task Force which will focus federal
efforts to research, prevent, and recover from the impact of pollinator losses to the economy.!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Winning  Business  Investment  in  the  United  States  

May 20: Announced the second SelectUSA Summit to be held in March 2015 and issued a
progress report on SelectUSA, the first-ever coordinated federal investment promotion effort
that has helped win over $18 billion in job creating investments into the United States. !
TAKING ACTION!
Competing for Global Business Investment: In 2011, the President launched SelectUSA – a global team in embassies
abroad and agencies at home focused on encouraging and supporting companies to bring job-creating investment to the
United States. Last October, the President hosted the first-ever SelectUSA Summit, bringing more than 1,300 people
business executives from more than 60 countries, governors, mayors, and economic development officials from 48 states
– to see the benefits of doing business in the U.S. In May, the President announced that:!
• The Second SelectUSA Summit Will Be Held in March 2015: The second SelectUSA Summit will be held on March
23-24, 2015 – with the success of the first summit, this event will be twice the size with more than 2,500 people from
around the world to bring more job-creating investments to the U.S.!
• SelectUSA Has Assisted More than $18 Billion in Investments: The President reported that SelectUSA has directly
assisted in winning more than $18 billion in job-creating business investments for the United States. More broadly, the
United States expanded its lead as the #1 destination globally for business investment – for the second year in a row,
the United States is once again the leading destination for business investment as ranked by global business
executives on AT Kearney’s FDI Confidence Index, surging past countries like Brazil, India, and China.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Winning Business Investment in the United States: With new resources from Congress, the President and his
Administration will continue to build out SelectUSA’s capabilities to advocate globally for companies to do business and
create jobs in the United States, including directly assisting over 1,000 businesses looking to locate in the United States
this year.!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Modernizing  Infrastructure  Permi\ng  
  
May 14: Plan released
to reduce the aggregate time it takes to conduct reviews and make
  

permitting decisions, and produce measurably better environmental and community outcomes.!
TAKING ACTION!
Published a Comprehensive Plan to Accelerate and Expand Permitting Reform Government-Wide: The Administration’s
plan adopts best practices based on research and analysis including, among others: !
• Synchronizing Reviews: Federal agencies will move from separate, consecutive reviews to synchronized, simultaneous
reviews. By developing one environmental analysis that satisfies all three agencies, project timelines can be significantly
reduced. For example, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Department of Transportation have
launched a new partnership to synchronize their reviews for transportation projects. !
• Driving Accountability & Transparency through the Online Permitting Dashboard: The Administration added 11 new
projects to the online Dashboard, with a goal of expanding it to all major infrastructure projects. Each project will have a lead
agency, a coordinated project plan across all federal agencies, and public tracking of progress to ensure milestones are met. !
• Launching an Interagency Permitting Center to Institutionalize Reform: The Administration established an interim
interagency infrastructure permitting improvement center dedicated to implementing these reforms, as well as looking for new
reforms. The President’s 2015 Budget includes funding for the center and the expansion of the Permitting Dashboard.!
!
!
!

MOVING FORWARD!
Efforts to Improve Interagency Coordination Already Underway: The Administration is taking bold action to implement
these reforms as part of its commitment to ensuring America has first-class transportation infrastructure. As a first step, the
Administration is improving interagency coordination to increase decision making speed. This includes requiring early
coordination: the identification of a lead agency for each project, a single coordinated project plan across all federal agencies,
and strengthened dispute resolution mechanisms to quickly solve disagreements and ensure decisions are made in a timely
fashion.!
!
!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Promo+ng  Access  to  Credit  and  Aﬀordable  Rental  Housing  
  

May 13: HUD and FHFA took action to reduce lender uncertainty and expand access to
mortgage credit. !
June 26: Treasury announced low-cost funding for HUD affordable rental housing projects.!
TAKING ACTION!
Expanding Access to Mortgage Credit: Most industry analysts and stakeholders cite tight access to credit as the single
largest threat to the housing recovery. Lenders are reluctant to approve mortgages because they are unclear when and why
the government will rescind their guarantee. HUD and FHFA announced actions to provide the needed certainty to encourage
lending to qualified borrowers across the spectrum of the FHA and GSE credit boxes.!
Promoting Affordable Rental Housing: Treasury’s Federal Financing Bank (FFB) will provide low-cost financing to state
and local housing finance agencies for multifamily mortgages that are insured by HUD/FHA. This will increase the number of
affordable units built and preserved and result in deeper savings for renters. !
!
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!
FHFA
Continues to Consider Ways to Provide Additional Certainty: Building on the reforms announced in May, FHFA
!
continues
to consider additional ways that they can provide certainty to lenders to encourage access to credit.!
"
Impact on Industry Will Broaden Access for More Borrowers: Lenders such as Wells Fargo have already begun to reduce
the minimum credit score requirement for GSE and FHA loans in response to the announcements to allow more creditworthy
borrowers to access credit. !
"
FFB Financing will provide support for victims of Hurricane Sandy: The initial implementation of FFB financing will be
with the New York City Housing Development Corporation who has identified transactions that would support the Hurricane
Sandy reconstruction efforts in New York City, allowing disaster-related affordable housing resources to be used more
efficiently.!
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Improving  Energy  Eﬃciency  and  Increasing  Renewable  Usage  
  

May 9: President Obama challenged federal agencies to enter into a total of $4 billion worth of
performance contracts for building energy efficiency by 2016, along with more than 300
commitments from the public and private sectors to deploy clean energy and cut energy waste."
TAKING ACTION!
Leading by Example in Clean Energy and Greenhouse Gas Reduction: Building on a previous commitment to improve energy performance in
federal buildings through performance contracts with the private sector, President Obama challenged federal agencies in May to enter into an
additional $2 billion in energy saving performance contracts for a total commitment of $4 billion worth of performance contracts by the end of 2016. In
addition, on December 5, 2013, President Obama signed a Presidential Memorandum directing the federal government to consume at least 20
percent of its electricity from renewable sources by 2020.!
!
300 Solar and Energy Efficiency Commitments: On May 9, President Obama announced 300 public and private sector organizations that
committed to deploying solar energy and cutting energy waste. These commitments represent more than 850 megawatts of solar that will be
deployed – enough to power nearly 130,000 homes. They also include 25 new organizations that joined President Obama’s Better Buildings
Challenge and represent more than 1 billion square feet of building space.!
!
Impact Investments: Over $1.5 billion in new private-sector impact investments were announced in June that will intentionally generate measurable
social or environmental impact alongside financial return, including more than $300 million announced on June 25 to accelerate clean energy
technology and energy-efficient buildings.!
"
Energy Datapalooza: On May 28, at the White House Energy Datapalooza, eight utilities joined 48 other utilities participating in the Green Button
energy data sharing standard to benefit over 100 million Americans, among other commitments to advance energy efficiency.!
!

MOVING FORWARD!

Streamlining Federal Government Contracts: To meet these new goals, the Administration is working to streamline the performance contract
processes, while strengthening the quality and evaluation of energy saving projects. Additionally, agencies are working to pursue innovative large scale
renewable projects as part of public/private partnerships that increase the share of renewable energy used in federal buildings.
!
Continuing to Advance Clean Energy: Supported by historic investments in research, development, and deployment, the price of solar technologies
has decreased and the US solar market has experienced rapid growth since President Obama took office. The Administration is continuing to partner
with businesses, rural cooperatives, cities, and homeowners to drive deployment of renewable energy and cut energy waste. And with more choosing
solar, prices will keep going down, manufacturers will keep innovating, and more jobs will be created.!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Taking  Ac+on  to  Improve  Teacher  Prepara+on  
  

April 25: President Obama directed the Department of Education to lay out a plan to
strengthen America’s teacher preparation programs for public discussion by this summer
and to move forward to publish a final rule within the next year. !
TAKING ACTION!
Supporting America’s Teachers: Providing all children in America with the opportunity to get a world-class education is
critical for their success and our nation’s future, and there is no more important factor in quality schools than having a
great teacher in every classroom. The Obama Administration will put forth a proposal this summer to support the pipeline
of future teachers by strengthening teacher preparation programs and will seek additional input on this plan through a
public comment process.!

MOVING FORWARD!
Strengthening Teacher Preparation Programs by:"
!
• Encouraging all states to develop their own meaningful systems to identify high and low performing teacher
preparation programs across all kinds of programs, not just those based in colleges and universities.!
• Asking states to move away from current input-focused reporting requirements, streamline the current data
requirements, incorporate more meaningful outcomes, and improve the availability of relevant information on teacher
preparation.!
• Shifting federal TEACH grants, which are available to students who are planning to become teachers in a high-need
field in a low-income school, to ensure that these limited federal dollars support only high-quality teacher education
and preparation.!
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Job-‐Driven  Training  

January 30 and April 16: Presidential Memorandum issued on January 30 directing a review
of all training programs, led by the Vice President, to ensure they are “job-driven” – preparing
and matching those who are ready to work with the skills needed to fill good jobs. Two new
grant programs announced on April 16 to spread models of job-driven training and
apprenticeships, along with private-sector commitments that build on these efforts.!
TAKING ACTION!
Community College Job-Driven Training Grants: Nearly $500 million will be awarded through the final round of the Trade
Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training grants. These grants will incentivize community colleges to
partner with industry on a national scale to design and implement job training programs based on industry-recognized
credentials for the skills demanded by businesses and replicate successful models wherever employers are looking to hire
workers with those skills. Applications are due in July, and winners will be awarded in the fall.!
American Apprenticeship Grants: $100 million will be awarded using existing funds to expand apprenticeships – which have
been shown to place 87 percent of apprentices into jobs after completing their programs, with average starting wages over
$50,000.!
Federal Review of Training Programs: The Vice President is leading a review of existing federal job training programs
focused on ensuring they are responsive to employer demand.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Spurring Industry Efforts to Improve Job-Driven Training: The Administration’s engagement with industry, in addition to
these funding opportunities, are encouraging job-driven training efforts from businesses, states, and colleges. For example: !
• The Business Roundtable and five foundations have brought together the National Network of Business and Industry
Associations, an effort by employers in 24 industries to expand the use of industry-recognized credentials in training and hiring
workers.!
• Employers, like John Deere, Ford, Dow, and Alcoa, and unions, like UAW and SEIU, are taking action to collectively add tens
of thousands of apprentices. The members of the President’s Advanced Manufacturing Partnership are both expanding
apprenticeships on their factory floors and teaming up to help other employers start their own programs.!
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Equal  Pay  
  

                

April 8: Strengthen the enforcement of equal pay laws for federal contract workers by
promoting transparency and barring retaliation. !

TAKING ACTION!
Stronger Enforcement of Equal Pay Laws: Ensuring that women earn equal pay is essential to improving the economic
security of American families and the growth of our middle class and our economy. Women comprise nearly half of the
American workforce – yet, on average, they still earn less than men for doing the same work. President Obama:!
• Signed an Executive Order prohibiting federal contractors from retaliating against employees who choose to discuss
their compensation: The action provides a critical tool to encourage pay transparency, so workers have a potential way
of discovering violations of equal pay laws and are able to seek appropriate remedies. !
• Signed a Presidential Memorandum making federal contractor pay practices more transparent: The action instructs the
Secretary of Labor to establish new regulations requiring federal contractors to submit to the Department of Labor
summary data on compensation paid to their employees, including data by sex and race. The Department of Labor will
use the data to encourage compliance with equal pay laws and to target enforcement more effectively.!

MOVING FORWARD!
The President's Equal Pay Task Force: The Task Force, which includes the key federal agencies focused on closing
the pay gap, will continue its efforts to strengthen enforcement of federal pay laws, increase awareness by educating
workers of their rights and employers of their obligations, and identifying other potential actions to ensure that women
receive fair pay. This includes implementing the pay transparency PM and proposing regulations based on the nonretaliation EO by the end of the year.!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Redesigning  High  Schools  for  College  &  Career  Success  
  

April 7: Over $100 million in grants awarded – using existing Department of Labor funds –
to support high school models that better prepare students for college and career.!
TAKING ACTION!
Department of Labor Issued Over $100 Million in Grants – Enough to Support 31,000 Students: Using revenues from
H-1B visa applications, DOL will finance 24 Youth CareerConnect awards to support partnerships between local education
agencies, workforce investment boards, institutions of higher education, and employer partners. !
!
• Grants will help provide students with industry-relevant education: These consortia will work to re-design teaching and
learning in partnered high schools to more fully prepare youth with the knowledge, skills, and industry-relevant education
needed to get on the pathway to a successful career, including postsecondary education or a registered apprenticeship.!
• Focus on engagement with employers: Funding will support robust engagement with local employers, project-based
learning, intensive mentoring, and the ability to earn postsecondary credit while still in high school. !
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!
! dministration Efforts Have Galvanized Private/Foundation Investments: The grants required at least a 25 percent
A
match and in the end, the $107 million in investments were matched by $53.2 million in non-federal funds. !
• In addition, the Irvine Foundation is providing $1.5 million to the California winners and is willing to invest $1 million to help
winners create scalable strategies. !
• Partners also came together to create a website that will highlight non-funded applications and may help build the Youth
CareerConnect model further. !
• Several foundations including Annie E. Casey, JPMorgan Chase, and Wadhwani are participating in a DOL convening of
grantees. !
!
Cities and States Are Spreading the Model of Redesigned High Schools: For example, since the President mentioned
redesigned schools in the 2013 State of the Union, New York has made funding available for 16 IBM P-Tech schools in New
York and Connecticut has launched a school in Norwalk, CT. !
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Reducing  Methane  Emissions  
  

March 28: The White House released a Strategy to Reduce Methane Emissions summarizing
the sources of methane emissions, committing to new steps to cut emissions through common
sense rules and voluntary measures, and outlining the Administration’s efforts to improve the
measurement of these emissions.!
"
TAKING ACTION!
!
!
Develop a Comprehensive
Strategy to Cut Emissions: Reducing methane emissions is a powerful way to take action on
climate change, and putting methane to use can support local economies with a source of clean energy that generates
!
revenue, spurs investment and jobs, improves safety, and leads to cleaner air. When fully implemented, the policies in the
methane strategy will improve public health and safety while recovering otherwise wasted energy to power our
communities, farms, factories, and power plants. Through the spring, the Administration has taken further steps to
implement this strategy.!
• In April, the EPA released five white papers on potentially significant sources of methane in the oil and gas sector to
solicit input from a panel of independent experts. Additionally, the DOI’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM) released
an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) to gather public input on the development of a program for the
capture, sale, or disposal of waste mine methane on lands leased by the federal government. !
• Throughout the spring, Secretary Moniz hosted a series of roundtables with industry, labor, and environmental leaders.
Additionally, this month, the EPA signed proposed updates to its New Source Performance Standards for municipal solid
waste landfills and issued an ANPRM seeking broad public feedback on whether and how to update emission guidelines
for existing landfills. !
MOVING FORWARD!
Cutting Emissions through Cost-effective Voluntary Actions and Common-sense Standards: "
•
In July, in partnership with the dairy industry, the USDA, EPA and DOE will jointly release a “Biogas Roadmap” outlining
voluntary strategies to accelerate adoption of methane digesters and other cost-effective technologies to reduce U.S.
dairy sector greenhouse gas emissions by 25 percent by 2020.!
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Accountability  for  Unaﬀordable  Student  Debt  
  

March 14: The Department of Education proposed “gainful employment” regulations to identify
career programs that leave students with debts they cannot afford, give them an opportunity to
improve, and stop the flow of federal funding to the lowest-performing programs that fail to improve.!
TAKING ACTION!
Addressing Low-Quality Career Programs: Many career and for-profit colleges empower students to succeed by providing
high-quality education and career training. But too many of these programs, particularly those at for-profit colleges, are failing to
do so – at taxpayers' expense and the cost of students' futures. Students at for-profit colleges represent only about 13 percent
of the total higher education population, but about 31 percent of all student loans and nearly half of all loan defaults. Once final,
the new rules would: !
• Set Clear Requirements to Establish that Career Programs Sufficiently Prepare Students for Gainful Employment:
The proposed rule would identify programs that leave students with debts they cannot afford to repay and publicly disclose
information about program costs, debt, and performance. !
• Programs Would Lose Eligibility For Federal Student Aid: The affected programs include nearly all programs at for-profit
institutions, as well as certificate programs at public and private non-profit institutions, such as community colleges. Those
with high debt-to-earnings rates or loan default rates would lose eligibility to participate in federal student aid programs. !
MOVING FORWARD!
On Track to Final Publication in Fall 2014: The Department of Education completed its process to accept public comments in
May and will publish a final rule in October to go into effect July 1, 2015.!
!
An Earlier Version of the Rule Lead to Improvements for Students: According to a Barclays investor report in 2012, an
earlier version of the rule led for-profit colleges to improve the affordability of their programs including cutting tuition, reducing
program length, and closing poorly performing campuses. !
!
The Most Recent Proposal Could Reduce Tuitions by Up to 9%, According to Bank of America: “Our updated analysis of
debt-to-income metrics finds that the average publicly traded for-profit would need to cut tuition by 9% to meet requirements. In
reality, actions would be more complex than cutting tuition (dropping programs, changing student mix).”!
!
!
!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
Strengthening  Over+me  Protec+ons  
  

March 13: Presidential Memorandum signed directing the Secretary of Labor to update
overtime pay protections.!
TAKING ACTION!
Modernizing Overtime Rules to Reward Hard Work: The overtime rules that establish the 40-hour workweek, a linchpin of
the middle class, have eroded over the years. As a result, millions of salaried workers have been left without the protections
of overtime. A convenience store manager, a fast food shift supervisor, or an office worker may be expected to work 50 to 60
hours a week or more, making barely enough to keep a family out of poverty, and not receive a dime of overtime pay. In some
cases, salaried workers may not even make the minimum wage. !
• The President has directed the Secretary of Labor to update regulations regarding who qualifies for overtime protection,
which will benefit millions of people who are currently working harder but falling further behind. !
• The new rules will update existing protections in keeping with the intention of the Fair Labor Standards Act, address the
changing nature of the American workplace, and simplify the overtime rules to make them easier for both workers and
businesses to understand and apply.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Moving Full Speed Ahead to Protect American Workers: Since the announcement, the Secretary of Labor and his team
have been talking with workers, and businesses large and small across America, to hear from them about how best to update
the overtime rules which haven’t been touched in a decade. !
• USA Today editorial: “All segments of society benefited from rising wages and economic growth. It's time to do right by rankand-file employees who work more than 9-to-5.”!
!
!
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YEAR OF ACTION"

                
My  Brother’s  Keeper  
  

February 27: Presidential Memorandum signed launching the My Brother’s Keeper
initiative and creating the My Brother’s Keeper Federal Task Force. !
TAKING ACTION!
Creating and Expanding Ladders of Opportunity: On February 27, the President took action, joining with philanthropy
and the private sector to launch the My Brother’s Keeper initiative to address persistent opportunity gaps faced by boys and
young men of color and ensure that all young people who are willing to do the hard work to get ahead can reach their full
potential. !
!
• On May 30, the My Brother’s Keeper Federal Task Force issued its 90-day report recommending a series of steps we
can take – working across agencies and across sectors – to expand opportunity for young people across the country.
The report’s recommendations cover a range of areas including early childhood education, 3rd grade reading, high school
and postsecondary school completion, job-training and mentorship opportunities and public safety. !
• Leading foundations supporting My Brother’s Keeper have launched a private sector effort that seeks to invest at least
$200 million over the next five years to find and rapidly spread solutions that have the highest potential for impact. This
is on top of $150 million in current spending that these foundations have already committed toward this work.!
MOVING FORWARD!
Private Efforts: Foundations have announced they aim to research critical intervention points in the lives of boys and young
men of color; change the often-damaging narrative about them; and catalyze coordinated investments to seed, replicate, and
scale up effective community solutions. A number of other private sector actors have also made commitments in response to
the President’s call-to-action. !
!
Federal Task Force: The Task Force is forging ahead with a listening, learning and implementation process. Agencies and
others have already begun taking action and will implement recommendations over the coming months.!
!
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Launching  the  Na+onal  Network  for  Manufacturing  Innova+on  
  

January 15 and February 25: Three new manufacturing institutes announced in Raleigh,
Chicago, and Detroit, while setting the stage for another five to be launched later this year. !
TAKING ACTION!
Four Manufacturing Institutes Awarded to Date: We have now launched four institutes: additive manufacturing in
Youngstown, next generation power electronics in Raleigh, lightweight and modern metals in Detroit, and digital
manufacturing and design in Chicago. !
These institutes serve as regional hubs, bridging the gap between applied research and product development. They bring
together companies, universities, and federal agencies to co-invest in key technology areas and workforce capabilities,
increase the transfer of technology into new products and processes, and serve as magnets to encourage investment and
production in the United States.!
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!
Innovation
Hubs Will Spur Private Sector Investment in Pre-Competitive Research: We expect these hubs to spark
!
activity beyond what the federal funding supports – catalyzing new research and private-sector activity in the communities
where they are located and across the county. The four institutes have been matched by over $300 million in non-federal
resources and include more than 100 companies and 40 leading universities, in addition to local workforce organizations. !
"
Four New Institutes to Be Launched This Year: Led by the Departments of Defense and Energy, five new manufacturing
institutes will be launched over the course of this year, with the first competition already open for a new institute focused on
advanced composites which will be awarded in the fall. !
"
Bipartisan Support to Create a Full Network: The Revitalize American Manufacturing and Innovation Act (RAMI), cosponsored by Sen. Brown (D) and Sen. Blunt (R), passed committee in the Senate, and Rep. Reed (R) and Rep. Kennedy (D)
have a similar bill in the House with broad bipartisan support to spur the U.S. manufacturing sector.!
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Streamlining  Export/Import  Processes  for  America’s  Businesses  
  
February 19: Executive
Order signed requiring the completion of the International Trade
  
Data System (ITDS) by December 2016, creating capabilities that will allow businesses to
transmit, through an electronic “single-window,” the data required by the U.S. Government
to import or export cargo.!
TAKING ACTION!

Saving Businesses Time and Money at the Border: By ensuring the timely completion of the International Trade Data
System (ITDS) by December 2016, the Executive Order will cut processing and approval times from days to minutes for
businesses, especially small businesses, that export American-made goods and services. !
• Today, businesses must submit information to dozens of government agencies, often on paper forms, sometimes waiting
on permit or other approvals for days to move goods across the border. !
• The ITDS will allow businesses to electronically transmit, through a “single-window,” the data required by the U.S.
Government to import or export cargo. This new electronic system will speed up the shipment of American-made goods
overseas, eliminate often duplicative paperwork, and make our government more efficient. !
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!
Demonstrating
Early Capabilities at America’s Two Largest Ports: Over the past month, early implementing agencies
!
have taken key steps forward in implementing the ITDS, including large-scale early capabilities demonstrations by the EPA
and the USDA at America’s two largest ports located in New York and in California.!
!
Working with Supply Chain Leaders on More Efficient Trade Processes: The Administration has been working with supply
chain leaders on how the ITDS can enable more efficient trade.!
!
•
Scott Davis, CEO of UPS: “This change will be particularly meaningful to our small and medium-sized customers that
depend on global trade to grow their businesses and reach the 95 percent of consumers that live outside U.S. borders.”!
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Fuel  Eﬃciency  for  Trucks  
  

February 18: EPA and DOT’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
directed to develop and issue the next phase of medium- and heavy-duty vehicle fuel
efficiency and greenhouse gas standards by March 2016.!
TAKING ACTION!
Improving the Fuel Efficiency of American Trucks: Increasing the efficiency of medium-and heavy-duty vehicles is a key
component of the President’s Climate Action Plan to reduce carbon emissions. Heavy-duty vehicles represent a major
opportunity to cut transportation oil use and carbon pollution:!
• In 2010, heavy-duty vehicles represented just four percent of registered vehicles on the road in the United States, but they
accounted for approximately 25 percent of on-road fuel use and greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector.!
• They are currently the second-largest source of greenhouse gas emissions within the transportation sector (passenger
cars and light trucks are the largest source). !
• The first round of standards for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles is projected to save 530 million barrels of oil and reduce
GHG emissions by approximately 270 million metric tons, saving vehicle owners and operators an estimated $50 billion in
fuel costs over the lifetimes of the vehicles covered. !
MOVING FORWARD!
Bolstering Energy Security, Cutting Carbon Pollution, Saving Money and Supporting Manufacturing Innovation: !
To develop standards that provide long-term certainty and promote innovation, EPA and NHTSA will work closely with
stakeholders, both large and small, to explore further opportunities for fuel consumption and emissions reductions beyond
the model year 2018 timeframe. EPA and NHTSA will also work closely with the California Air Resources Board (CARB) with
the goal of ensuring that the next phase of standards allow manufacturers to continue to build a single national fleet. The
standards will also spur manufacturing innovation and lead to the adoption of new fuel-efficient technologies on trucks and
semi-trailers. In developing the standards, EPA and NHTSA will assess advanced technologies that may not currently be in
production.!
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Made  in  Rural  America  
  

February 7: New “Made in Rural America” export and investment initiative announced by
President Obama, designed to bring together federal resources to help rural businesses
take advantage of new investment interests and access new customers and markets
abroad. !
TAKING ACTION!
Broadening Our Base of Exporters and Investment Opportunities through Rural America: Last year, U.S. agricultural
exports reached a record $144 billion, which supported nearly one million jobs – but there is still untapped export potential
among rural light manufacturers and service providers. As part of this initiative, the Rural Council has committed to: !
• Hosting five regional forums to promote rural exports and providing rural leaders and businesses with information about
federal and other resources available; !
• Convening a “Rural Opportunity Investment” conference in July to connect investors with rural business leaders, local
government officials, and economic experts; !
• Providing enhanced export counseling for rural businesses to connect with foreign buyers and promoting rural goods and
services at trade events and missions; and!
• Adapting the BusinessUSA online platform to better connect rural businesses with export and investment resources and
coordinate support across the agencies.!
!
MOVING FORWARD!
!
Efforts to Help Rural Businesses Underway: With the support of local partners, the Administration has made real
!
progress to helping rural businesses to meet this challenge: !
• Identified sites for two of the five regional export forums: Western PA and West Memphis, AR– to be led by the
Appalachian Regional Commission and the Delta Regional Authority, respectively; finalizing identification of other
forum sites; !
• Initiated grassroots partnerships, such as with the National Association of Counties (NACo), to build awareness of
exporting and assistance resources; and!
• Engaged agencies on making BusinessUSA more accessible to new rural exporters.!
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Establishing  Regional  Hubs  to  Combat  Climate  Change  
  
February 5: USDA announced Regional Climate Hubs at seven locations around the
  
country as part of the President’s Climate Action Plan to responsibly cut carbon pollution,
prepare for the impacts of climate change and maintain competitiveness as we lead
international efforts to confront this global challenge. !
TAKING ACTION!

Prepare Agriculture and Working Lands for the Impact of Climate Change: USDA’s Climate Hubs will address increasing
risks of fires, invasive pests, devastating floods, and crippling droughts on a regional basis, aiming to translate science and
research into information and technical assistance to farmers, ranchers, and forest landowners on ways to adapt and adjust
their production decisions and resource management practices.!
Support Climate Science: The Climate Hubs will build on the capacity within USDA, in coordination with agencies such as
DOI and NOAA, and partners in the private, academic and local government sectors, to deliver science-based knowledge and
practical information to farmers, ranchers and forest landowners to support decisions-making related to climate change
across the country. "
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!Establishing the Climate Hubs: The seven new Climate Hubs and three sub-hubs are currently being established in the
!following areas:!
!
• Climate Hubs: National Laboratory for Agriculture and the Environment, Agricultural Research Service, Ames, Iowa;
Northern Research Station, Forest Service, Durham, New Hampshire; Southern Research Station, Forest Service, Raleigh,
North Carolina; National Resources Center, Agricultural Research Service, Fort Collins, Colorado; Grazinglands Research
Lab, Agricultural Research Service, El Reno, Oklahoma; Pacific Northwest Research Station, Forest Service, Corvallis,
Oregon; Rangeland Management Unit/Jornada Experimental Range, Agricultural Research Service, Las Cruces, New
Mexico. !
• Sub-Hubs: Houghton, Michigan; Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico; Davis, California.!
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Ge\ng  the  Long-‐Term  Unemployed  Back  to  Work  
  

January 31: Over 300 employers committed to best practices around giving the long-term
unemployed a fair shot, while the Administration announced $150 million in existing funds
would be used to scale up grants that help connect the long-term unemployed to work.!
TAKING ACTION!
Companies Agreed to Best Practices to Give the Long-Term Unemployed a Fair Shot: President Obama brought
together CEOs from 300 companies – including 80 of the nation’s largest, and over 20 of the Fortune 50 – who agreed to best
practices around recruiting and hiring the long-term unemployed. !
The President Also Announced Funding to Provide Training and Job Opportunities to an Estimated 30,000-50,000
Job-Seekers: The Administration will use $150 million in existing funds to scale up successful public-private partnerships that
connect the long-term unemployed to work. The Administration expects to award these grants in October to about 20 to 30
partnerships across the country, out of the more than 150 applications that the Department of Labor received. !
!
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!Business Community Is Helping to Identify New Approaches to Supporting the Long-Term Unemployed: As
businesses who signed onto the best practices are working to find additional ways to give the long-term unemployed a fair
shot, the White House is following up to identify ways in which businesses have adapted their policies.!
!
Businesses and Foundations Are Building on Successful Approaches:!
•
Skills for America’s Future brought together more than 400 people on a webinar about the grants. !
•
Per Scholas is expanding its information technology training program to Minneapolis & Dallas with support from
companies like Time Warner and Barclays.!
•
Platform 2 Employment has scaled to three additional cities since January 2014, bringing the total to 11.!
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Securing  a  Digniﬁed  Re+rement  for  All  Americans:  myRA  
  

January 29: Presidential Memorandum signed directing the Secretary of the Treasury to
develop myRA, a safe, easy-to-use, starter retirement savings product for small savers. !
TAKING ACTION!
myRA Will Provide a New Retirement Option for Millions of Americans: About half of all workers and 75 percent of parttime workers lack access to employer-sponsored retirement plans. myRA will provide a new retirement option that will:!
•
Be available to workers through direct deposit via their employers.!
•
Be portable so that workers can keep their account when they switch jobs. !
•
Provide a principal-guaranteed security with the same favorable investment rate of return available to government
workers and Members of Congress.!
• David John, senior policy advisor, AARP: “The plan has the advantage that it helps people who do not have the ability right
now to save easily through payroll deduction. …It helps get people into the habit of saving.”!
• Investment Company Institute: “[myRA] can complement the existing vibrant and competitive private sector retirement
offerings.”!
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!
!Treasury Is Preparing to Roll Out a Pilot By the End of the Year: Department of Treasury is working to implement the
program as a pilot by the end of the year, including:!
•
Issued Request for Proposals for firms to serve as the myRA financial agent.!
•
Developing regulations for the myRA security, and for the procedures to open and contribute to accounts.!
•
Outreach to recruit an initial tranche of employers for the pilot phase of the launch.!
•
Providing consumer protections in coordination with the DOL.!
•
Developing a Request for Information, to be released mid-summer, to solicit input from industry on how to best transfer
savers to the private IRA market once an account reaches $15,000 or 30 years.!
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Building  College  Opportunity  
  

January 16: The President and First Lady’s call to action led more than 150 colleges,
universities and other organizations to make new commitments to expand college opportunity.!
TAKING ACTION!
Over 150 Commitments from Colleges and Universities, Non-profits, Businesses and States and Cities: For
example, the commitments – which, together, will impact hundreds of thousands of students, included:!
• The Khan Academy committed to partner with colleges to develop video content that helps students apply to college.!
• Through the National College Access Network, 26 programs are working to expand their test preparation services by
more than 15,000 students.!
• Complete College America, Achieving the Dream, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and Jobs
for the Future are teaming up with colleges to improve their remediation activities with new tools and resources.!
MOVING FORWARD!
New Tools to Help Students Apply: On March 7, the President and First Lady announced new steps to help schools
increase the number of students who apply for federal student aid – a critical step on the path to college – by identifying
individual students who have not yet filed. !
"
Impacts from New Commitments Will Be Seen in 2014-2015 School Year:"
• The National College Advising Corps new and expanded partnerships will add 129 advisers in underserved high schools
and serve 38,700 students – beginning in the 2014-2015 school year.!
• Nicole Hurd, chief executive, National College Advising Corps, in the Washington Post: “The White House gave us
an HOV lane. And we are taking it. It’s exciting.” !
• Along with 5 new participating institutions, 100 new STEM Posse scholars will be recruited and participate in precollege
training, part of $70 million in full-tuition scholarships and 500 STEM Posse Scholars over the next five years.!
• Chegg is releasing new tools in 2014, including tools to help inspire and guide students to higher levels of achievement,
match community college students to 4 year institutions, and help students find scholarships opportunities.!
• Over 15 community colleges and 22 States will significantly increase success rates for students in remedial classes.!
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Promise  Zones                     
  

January 9: President Obama announced the first five Promise Zones in San Antonio,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Southeastern Kentucky, and the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma. !
TAKING ACTION!
The President’s Promise Zones Initiative: The Promise Zones will strengthen the middle class by partnering with local
communities and businesses to create jobs, increase economic security, expand educational opportunities, increase access to
quality, affordable housing and improve public safety. The first five Zones have begun to make investments such as training
residents for skilled jobs, expanding preschool, and building affordable housing. In exchange, they will receive the resources
and flexibility they need to achieve their goals.!
!
MOVING FORWARD!
!
!
!The President Plans to Establish a Total of 20 Zones: The five Promise Zones are part of 20 that will be announced over
the next three years. These unique partnerships support local goals and strategies by tracking outcomes, establishing federal
partnerships, providing priority access to federal investments, national service support, and data-based policies. The
President will announce a new competition for the next round of Promise Zones early this fall.!
• Promise Zones were announced to bipartisan urban and rural support, with Rep. Hal Rogers saying, “This program shows
promise for recruiting private industry.”!
• On June 20, Sen. Bob Casey announced legislation based on the Administration’s proposals to cut taxes on jobs and
investments in Promise Zones.!
Communities Moving Forward: We have worked with communities across the country to help move the needle on key social
problems:!
• Salt Lake City and Phoenix have eliminated chronic veterans homelessness.!
• The graduation rate in San Antonio’s Promise Zone has risen from 46 percent to 84 percent.!
• The unemployment rate is down 32 percent in Detroit.!
!
!
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What Happens When A Congressman Spends A Night Among The Homeless
Posted By Alan Pyke for Think Progress On August 16, 2014 @ 5:00 am In Daily Digest,National | 2 Comments

CREDIT: REP. MARK TAKANO
When Rep. Mark Takano (D-CA) showed up at the intake facility for the Path of Life homeless shelter in his Riverside, California
district on Tuesday, the staff who put him through the standard check-in process knew who he was. But for the rest of his stay
— dinner, a night’s sleep in one of the shelter’s 129 beds, and breakfast Wednesday morning — the congressman planned to be
incognito in hopes of getting an authentic sense of what life is like for those homeless people lucky enough to score a spot in the
shelter.
“I used my middle name as a point of contact as a way to communicate with other folks,” Takano said in an interview just hours
after leaving Path of Life. The shelter was not full Tuesday night, Takano’s fact-finding trip didn’t keep anybody on the streets
who would have taken his bed otherwise, and the congressman said the same dormitory neighbor told him “they didn’t try to
put on a dog-and-pony show for you, this is how it really is.”
Rumors had been going around the shelter that a lawmaker might be stopping by, and Takano’s secret wasn’t perfectly kept. At
dinner, “there was one woman who looked at me and said, I recognize you from somewhere,” he told me. Just before lights-out,
the man in the next bunk — a 60-something trained biologist one bed over who guessed Takano was there out of curiosity
rather than need — went a step further. “He said it was awfully nice of someone like me to come in who didn’t need to come and
pay attention to the plight of people there,” Takano said.
But blending in wasn’t really the point. Bonding was. “The more interesting part of the evening,” Takano said, “was that for the
most part homeless people are invisible to most of us. There’s very few of us who will voluntarily interact with them in a normal
homeless setting, whether it’s a part of town where homeless people are, or they’re panhandling, or somewhere on the street,
we’re not apt to find some reason to interact with them.” Ever since Rep. Jackie Speier (D-CA) spent her own night in a shelter
back in February and challenged colleagues to do the same, people like Takano have started trying to familiarize themselves
with what homelessness is really like in America.
Hundreds of thousands of people are homeless nationwide on any given night, andalmost 60,000 of them are military veterans.
Riverside County features “one of the highest concentrations of veterans in the United States,” Takano wrote to a Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) official in May, and hundreds of those servicemen and women are living on the streets. One attempt
to get a headcount of homelessness in the county last spring found 2,978 adults and children homeless on a given evening, and
veterans made up a tenth of the total. (ThinkProgress’s own Scott Keyes wrote earlier this year about what it’s like to go out and
count the homeless overnight.)
The resources available to programs that shelter, support, and ultimately house the homeless have also shrunk amid the recent
federal obsession with cutting deficits. The politically-inflicted budget cuts known as sequestration sliced funding for programs
with a proven track record of reducing homelessness. Affordable housing programs and other anti-homelessness systems that
managed to reduce homelessness during the worst recession in 80 years were not spared from the budget ax. “Because of the
sequester there were so many important programs that were cut [at HUD and Health and Human Services],” Takano said, and
service providers he met with stress that “there were just a number of different programs under HUD that both the city and the
county were saying they were experiencing cuts, which make their jobs just a lot more difficult.”
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Takano said that a local medical official who talked to him about the area’s homelessness amelioration efforts mentioned that
some local law enforcement agencies prefer to bust up homeless encampments and relocate the indigent across a jurisdictional
line to become somebody else’s problem. Such hardhearted approaches to the homeless, sometimes even coming with
handcuffs and gavels, are shockingly common in American cities.
“It’s not as if there is a lot of social opportunities for them to be fully human,” Takano said. “The context of the shelter provided
a medium by which these people were not invisible any longer. The young people from the church sat down and had dinner with
the homeless — well, the people who were guests of the shelter. You could see social conversations that would not be happening
if they were not there.”
The dinner was provided by volunteers from Grove Community Church, as it is every Tuesday at Path of Life’s shelters. Everyone
Takano talked to said Tuesdays are one of the best meal days, and it’s only rarely that a volunteer organization backs out and
leaves the shelter to make do with what it has on hand. On those nights, some of the guests themselves turn chef. “I actually
met one of the cooks,” Takano said. “He’s a Vietnam vet who served a tour of duty in the early ’70s and said he was raised by a
mess cook, a mess sergeant of some kind.”
In addition to the communal dining experience and precious, humanizing conversational interaction, the shelter tries to steer its
residents onto the path back to self-sufficiency.
“Caseworkers try to help them set goals for themselves, and this is the first step towards some sort of attempt to stabilize
homeless people and put them on the path to some sort of housing,” Takano explained. During intake, he had been asked a
range of non-mandatory health questions, as well as if he needed help getting onto food stamps. The shelter also requested he
sign an agreement not to yell, curse, or threaten fellow guests or staff, and he was searched for contraband to ensure that the
shelter would be a safe place for all to sleep.
Path of Life houses a tech center “where people can use computers to try to connect with family, maybe do some job searching,”
Takano said, and even provides a “pet motel” to house, clean, and provide veterinary care to the animal companions that many
homeless people bring with them.
Despite these kinds of service offerings, the shelter is meant to be a short-term solution for its residents. “This shelter is a 30-60
day program,” the group’s websitesays. The separate families-only shelter allows stays up to 90 days. But either way, the end
goal is supposed to be a transition to some other form of permanent supportive housing.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development has begun to place greater emphasis on such facilities as a consensus takes
hold among anti-poverty workers that paying for housing and personal development is far cheaper than leaving homeless people
on the streets. The local social workers and activists Takano met with before checking in to the shelter “don’t disagree that this
is desirable, but they said one-size-fits-all implementation is a problem,” according to the lawmaker. As a group of formerly
homeless families learned in Georgia earlier this summer, even when marginalized people do everything right and live up to
every aspiration of those HUD programs, their recoveries can still be disrupted and destroyed by local mismanagement.
For Takano, though, the creativity and work ethic he saw among ground-level service providers is a hopeful beacon. “I come
away from this experience optimistic. It’s a terrible problem, but my sense is we’ve got some awfully committed and intelligent
and creative people trying to work this problem out,” he said. “I was just so moved by their commitment, and I was moved by
the homeless people themselves. I saw them as real human beings that are struggling with their issues, but I don’t see this as
insurmountable.”
When the lights snapped on in the men’s dormitory of the shelter at 6 a.m. Wednesday, Takano noticed a station set up to the
side of the room. The visiting congressman watched as a man ironed his clothes.
This article was published by the Center for American Progress Actions Fund.
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Department of Veterans Affairs
2014 Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF)
Grant Awards
Fact Sheet
August 2014
Summary:
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is committed to ending Veteran homelessness
by the end of 2015 and has made it a priority goal for the agency. The Supportive
Services for Veteran Families (SSVF) Program is essential in accomplishing this goal.
VA is announcing the award of approximately $300 million to 301 community agencies
to provide grants, commencing services in FY 2015, for supportive services to very lowincome Veteran families that are homeless or at imminent risk of becoming homeless in
all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands. The
grants will help approximately 115,000 Veterans who are homeless or at-risk of
homelessness and their families.
Program Background:
• SSVF grantees provide supportive services to very low-income Veterans and
their families who are homeless or at-risk of homelessness. Required services
provided by grantees include outreach, case management, assistance in
obtaining VA benefits, and providing or coordinating efforts to obtain needed
entitlements and other community services.
• SSVF grantees secure a broad range of other services for participants: legal
assistance, credit counseling, housing counseling, assisting participants in
understanding leases, securing utilities, coordinating moving arrangements,
employment, training leading to employment, providing representative payee
services concerning rent and utilities when needed, and serving as an advocate
for the Veteran when mediating with property owners on issues related to
locating or retaining housing.
• Grantees also offer temporary financial assistance that provide short-term
assistance with rent, moving expenses, security and utility deposits, child care,
transportation, utility costs, and emergency expenses.
Program History:
• In its first year of operations (FY 2012), with $60 million funding awarded in FY
2011, SSVF served more than 35,000 participants in 40 states and the District of
Columbia, of whom 3,416 Veterans served had never before accessed VA
services.
• Through awards made at the end of FY 2012, in FY 2013, SSVF expanded to
$100 million and 151 grantees in 49 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto
Rico. In FY 2013, SSVF served over 65,000 participants. In FY 2014, SSVF
expects to serve approximately 115,000 participants.
• VA offered the FY 2014 SSVF NOFA at approximately $300 million in FY 2014
funds. In FY 2015, SSVF expects to serve approximately 115,000 participants.

The SSVF Program Impacts for services delivered through September 2013:
• Significant impact on Veteran families, with 15,948 children assisted.
• Of 39,649 Veteran participants, 5,865 are women (15 percent of Veterans
served) and 6,610 (17 percent of Veterans served) are Operation Enduring
Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom/Operation New Dawn.
• Of those exiting SSVF, 84 percent have permanent housing.
• In a follow-up of SSVF participants one year after discharge from the program,
89 percent of single Veterans and 93 percent of Veteran families that received
SSVF prevention assistance did not have a reported return to homelessness; for
homeless Veterans that received rapid rehousing assistance, 84 percent of
single persons and 90 percent of families did not have a documented return to
homelessness one year after exiting the SSVF Program.

County of San Bernardino – ICH Sub Committee
Wednesday August 6, 2014
2:00 pm – 3:30 pm
CSBHS – Room Auditorium

Attendees: Doug Fazekas, Tina Pham, Betty Schneider, Debbie Kamrani, Gary Madden, Peter Serbantes, and Lorie
Thomas
Welcome
Doug welcomed attendees. Introductions followed.
Objective
The focus point is to work on the internal mechanism to get the funding approval for CSH to do the workshop. Without it,
we have nothing to give back to ICH. ICH wants to see stakeholder involvement, as well as we need to see it. This is a
great opportunity to get the right people at the table then we can present a compelling case why they should be engaged.
Handout Review
Social Impact Solution and Bonds
• This might be something of interest this committee may look into further. It addresses chronic
homelessness in the city of Denver and how they visualized the city itself taking the initiative to address
certain issues. They also tied in with some non-profits and various philanthropists with regards to the big
organizations with money so they can identify a project and build from there. They also want to see the
players collaborating and addressing an issue are with respected organizations. Community Supportive
Housing (CSH) and Robert Wood foundation are involved along with some of the major nonprofits.
• Enter into an agreement or contract with a nonprofit to provide a specific service needed at the time,
who’s an expert in that field. You then have a third party who reviews that agreement to see if the
nonprofit is following through with addressing the goals that we, as a government want to see
accomplished. If they meet the goals and criteria, they get paid.
• Harvard University has been involved with their Intern Programs. They provide technical assistance to
set it up. A nationwide study is being conducted to see how this can be the next process with regards to
collaborating and networking between nonprofits and philanthropists. There are large organizations who
want to donate money to see social change in the United States as well as the local government to get
involved. Doug will attempt to contact someone at Harvard University to get more info or contact info. If
CSH is the hub of it all, they can get us connected to the right people.
CSH Workshop
• Doug received a bid of $3200 from Simmone Ruff, CSH, for a future workshop. (Doug Fazekas, Gary
Madden, and Dena Fuentes had a teleconference with CSH and requested a cost estimate). Doug
passed the cost to Deputy Director for approval. Doug will then pass the bid on to the Director for final
approval. One aspect they can present is the Social Impact Bond Program. Another is Housing Trust,
along with others. The objective of the workshop: Try to figure the best solution of this sub-committee
and to report back to ICH to identify at least two or three programs we can feed in to, to either address
homelessness or affordable housing or any issue.
• CSH is a National firm which is involved with Social Impact Bonds, working with 20 different states. They
have different types of programs they can address, i.e. high users, criminal justice, etc. The idea is to
reach out to CSH to see if they can do a one-time workshop for us. We would open the workshop to the
public with regards to city and local government stakeholders, Board of Supervisors, ICH members,

•
•
•

consumers, and non-profits to present and get their feedback. We would then meet again to go over and
address the strengths and weaknesses of the whole process and see what we want to use as our model
program and best practice and present before ICH.
The group would like to have Social Impact Bonds addressed, but also would like many other issues like
geographic areas, chronic homelessness, affordable housing, and families with Children issues
addressed.
Doug said he would like to pursue the workshop and get input from ICH.
Everyone in attendance agreed to move forward. Doug expects to hear from Mike Schertell, DD of DBH
in a couple weeks regarding the budget for the workshop. It was discussed that the workshop would be
best held in Jan 2015.

Group Discussion
• Gary mentioned with regards to ICH, nothing has been done to address the housing issue. Is it because
we don’t have the right players at the table? Is it because we don’t have a housing policy council in the
county? The purpose of this sub-committee is to identify recommendations to ICH as to how to get the
housing movement behind it.
• Gary mentioned he met with Kevin Chang, a Representative for Diane Feinstein. It’s a follow up to the
work Supervisor Gonzales has been doing with the Senator’s office. The Senator is very interested in
helping end homelessness. Her particular interest is with the youth. She’s asking, what can they do?
Gary suggested to her that technical assistance is what we need to help build the infrastructure we’re
missing. Kevin also said they are trying to put together a one-day summit where we can have various
foundations that are part of our funders’ alliance. They want to use their clout with our plan to go to big
foundations outside of California to help move that money back here. But we have to build some
infrastructure, nonprofit excellence, and capacity building in order to accomplish that. By the end of
August, they also want to bring officials from the Department of Education and HUD, into San Bernardino
County to discuss what our barriers are.
• One of the strategies to be advised to the ICH is to take the template of the Social Impact Bond and
figure a way to create a process that would continue to seek sources that would be a continuing process
of creating affordable housing projects in conjunction with growth in strategic areas.
Various Handouts - Group Discussion
• Ending Youth Homelessness – Case study part I and II. Was put out this past year. Mentions various
federal players, and various intervention models. This is something we can possibly replicate to improve
educational outcomes for children experiencing homelessness. There’s an existing model right now that
the Interagency Council on Homelessness is supporting.
• Moving forward – deals with ten year plan and strategies in the city of St. Louis. Talks about responses
to the Hearth Act, the Ten-Year plan, and unemployment prevention. This is one of the successful
studies that were done in St. Louis. They created community Housing Centers within the city. There was
a one-stop center to address public health, employment, and wrap around case management. We can
look at this as a potential opportunity.
• Housing Trust Fund – is another opportunity to address affordable housing issues with separate funding.
Meeting adjourned at 3:30 pm
The next meeting September 23, 2014
850 E. Foothill Blvd, Rialto, CA 92415
Room C105

Interagency Council on Homelessness Bills of Interest
As of August 15, 2014
Please find below a list of bills of interest introduced since January 7th. With the few exceptions, the majority of bills
have successfully passed both houses and headed to the floor for second as well as third readings. August 22 is the
deadline for amendments and August 31 is the last day to approve bills before final recess. Hyperlinks to bill text are
embedded in this report for your convenience.
AB 585

(Fox D) Department of Veterans Affairs: use of real property.
Introduced: 2/20/2013
Status: 8/14/2014-From committee: Do pass. (Ayes 5. Noes 0.) (August 14).
Location: 8/14/2014-S. SECOND READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Under existing law, the Department of Veterans Affairs has specified powers and duties relating to various
programs serving veterans. The department constitutes a public corporation that is authorized to hold property on
behalf of the state. This bill would require the department, by July 1, 2016, to create a prioritized list of unused or
underutilized nonresidential real property owned by the department, and to propose one or more potential uses that
will benefit California veterans, as specified. The bill would require the department to consider its inventory of
properties as an integrated system, and to address how prospective uses of the properties could complement each
other. This bill would include a legislative finding and declaration that after a use option for a given location is
identified pursuant to the bill's provisions, further study and evaluation may be necessary in order to determine the
feasibility of that use option and take steps toward its implementation.
AB 1460

(Committee on Budget) Human services.
Introduced: 1/9/2014
Status: 6/26/2014-Ordered to inactive file at the request of Senator Corbett.
Location: 6/26/2014-S. INACTIVE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Under existing law, the State Department of Social Services regulates the licensure and operation of
various types of facilities, including community care facilities, residential care facilities for the elderly, residential
care facilities for persons with chronic, life-threatening illness, child day care centers, and family day care homes.
Existing law requires that some of these facilities be subject to unannounced visits by the department at least once
every 5 years. This bill would require a foster family agency to conduct an announced inspection of a certified family
home during the annual recertification and an unannounced inspection when certain circumstances are present,
including when a certified family home is on probation. The bill would also authorize a foster family agency to
inspect a certified family home more frequently than annually in order to ensure the quality of care provided. The bill
would clarify that certain provisions relating to regulation and licensing of community care facilities generally are
applicable to certified family homes approved by a foster family agency. By expanding the scope of a crime, this bill
would impose a state-mandated local program. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 1516

(Gonzalez D) CalWORKs: young child special needs supplement: supportive services.
Introduced: 1/15/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-In committee: Held under submission.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law requires each county to provide cash assistance and other social services to needy families
through the California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CalWORKs) program using federal Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) block grant program, state, and county funds. Existing law specifies the
amounts of cash aid to be paid each month to CalWORKs recipients. This bill would require that an additional young
child special needs supplement be paid in the amount of $80 per month to a child who is under 2 years of age in an
assistance unit, and that this amount be adjusted annually to reflect changes in the cost of living. The bill would
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require the State Department of Social Services to implement this provision through an all-county letter or similar
instruction by April 1, 2015, and through regulations by July 1, 2016. This bill contains other related provisions and
other existing laws.
AB 1579

(Stone D) CalWORKs: pregnant women.
Introduced: 1/30/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Do pass as amended.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing federal law provides for allocation of federal funds through the federal Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF) block grant program to eligible states. Existing law provides for the California Work
Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CalWORKs) program under which, through a combination of state and
county funds and federal funds received through the TANF program, each county provides cash assistance and other
benefits to qualified low-income families. Existing law provides that when a family does not include a needy child
qualified for aid under CalWORKs, aid shall be paid to a pregnant mother for the month in which the birth is
anticipated and for the 3-month period immediately prior to the month in which the birth is anticipated. This bill
would, beginning July 1, 2015, instead provide that when a family does not include a needy child qualified for aid
under CalWORKs, aid shall be paid to a pregnant woman for the month in which the birth is anticipated and for the
6-month period immedi ately prior to the month in which the birth is anticipated. This bill contains other related
provisions and other existing laws.
AB 1733

(Quirk-Silva D) Public records: fee waiver.
Introduced: 2/14/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Do pass as amended.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law establishes the State Department of Public Health and sets forth its powers and duties,
including, but not limited to, the duties as State Registrar relating to the uniform administration of provisions relating
to vital records and health statistics. Existing law requires the State Registrar, local registrar, or county recorder to,
upon request and payment of the required fee, supply to an applicant a certified copy of the record of a birth, fetal
death, death, marriage, or marriage dissolution registered with the official. This bill would, on or after July 1, 2015,
require each local registrar or county recorder to issue, without a fee, a certified record of live birth to any person
who can verify his or her status as a homeless person or a homeless child or youth, as defined. The bill would
authorize a homeless services provider, as described, that has knowledge of a person's housing status to verify the
person's status as a homeless person or homeless child or youth for purposes of this provision. The bill would require
the State Department of Public Health to develop an affidavit , as specified, that permits a person to attest to his or
her status as a homeless person or homeless child or youth, and would provide that the affidavit is sufficient
verification for purposes of obtaining the certified record of live birth, as specified. By imposing additional duties on
county employees, the bill would impose a state-mandated local program. This bill contains other related provisions
and other existing laws.
AB 1760

(Chau D) Property taxation: welfare exemption: rental housing and related facilities: payment in lieu of taxes
agreement.
Introduced: 2/14/2014
Status: 6/19/2014-Read second time. Ordered to third reading.
Location: 6/19/2014-S. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing property tax law establishes a partial welfare exemption for property used exclusively for rental
housing and related facilities that are owned and operated by either of any certain types of nonprofit entities or
veterans' organizations that meet specified exemption requirements, if either of certain qualifying criteria are met.
This bill would, on or after January 1, 2015, prohibit a local government from entering into a payment in lieu of
taxes (PILOT) agreement with a property owner of a low-income housing project, and would make any PILOT
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agreement entered into in violation of this provision void and unenforceable. This bill would presume that any
payments made under any PILOT agreement entered into before January 1, 2015, are used to maintain the
affordability of, or reduce the rents otherwise necessary for, the units occupied by lower income households. This bill
would require any outstanding ad valorem tax, interest, or penalty that was levied between January 1, 2012, and
January 1, 2015, as a result of a PILOT agreement to be canceled, and would also require any tax, interest, or
penalty, as so levied, that was paid prior to January 1, 2015, to be refunded. This bill would define a PILOT
agreement to mean any agreement entered into between a local government and a property owner of a low-income
housing project that requires the owner of the low-income housing project to pay the local government a charge, as
provided, and would define a "low-income housing project" to mean a low-income housing project that is eligible for
the exemption described above.
AB 1793

(Chau D) Redevelopment housing successor: report.
Introduced: 2/18/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Action From THIRD READING: Read third time.Passed Senate to CONCURRENCE.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law dissolved redevelopment agencies and community development agencies, and provides for the
designation of successor agencies that are required to wind down the affairs of the dissolved redevelopment agencies
and to, among other things, make payments due for enforceable obligations, as defined. This bill would require that
posted information to also include, as specified, an inventory of homeownership units assisted by the former
redevelopment agency or the housing successor that are subject to covenants or restrictions or to an adopted program
that protects the former redevelopment agency's investment of moneys from the Low and Moderate Income Housing
Fund. This bill contains other existing laws.
AB 1806

(Bloom D) Pupil services: homeless children or youth.
Introduced: 2/18/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-From committee: Do pass. (Ayes 6. Noes 0.) (August 14).
Location: 8/14/2014-S. SECOND READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law, if an individual with exceptional needs is a foster child, as defined, and the local
educational agency has proposed a change of placement due to an act for which a decision to recommend expulsion
is at the discretion of the principal or the district superintendent of schools, requires the attorney for the individual
with exceptional needs and an appropriate representative of the county child welfare agency to be invited to
participate in the individualized education program team meeting that makes a manifestation determination, as
specified. This bill, if an individual with exceptional needs is a homeless child or youth, as defined, and the local
educational agency has proposed a change of placement due to an act for which a decision to recommend expulsion
is at the discretion of the principal or the district superintendent of schools, would require the designated local
educational agency liaison for homeless children and youth to be invited to participate in the individualized education
program team meeting that makes a manifestation determination, as specified. This bill contains other related
provisions and other existing laws.
AB 1882

(Cooley D) CalWORKs: relative caregivers.
Introduced: 2/19/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-In committee: Held under submission.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law requires each county to provide cash assistance and other social services to needy families
through the California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CalWORKs) program using federal Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) block grant program, state, and county funds. Existing law specifies the
amounts of cash aid to be paid each month to CalWORKs recipients. This bill would require that an infant
supplement, as specified, be paid under the CalWORKs program and the Approved Relative Caregiver Funding
Option Program to a teen parent who is placed with his or her child in the home of a relative caregiver and is the
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subject of a voluntary placement agreement or subject to the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, as provided. This bill
contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 1929

(Chau D) California Housing Finance Agency: MHSA funding: special needs housing for person with mental
illness.
Introduced: 2/19/2014
Status: 8/7/2014-From consent calendar. Ordered to third reading.
Location: 8/7/2014-S. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law, the Mental Health Services Act (hereafter, the MHSA), an initiative measure, was approved
by the voters in November 2004 as Proposition 63. The MHSA establishes the Mental Health Oversight and
Accountability Commission, and imposes a tax of 1% on incomes above $1,000,000 for the purpose of financing new
or expanded mental health services. Under the MHSA, the State Department of Mental Health is required, among
other things, to distribute funds for local assistance for designated mental health programs according to a local plan.
Existing law requires the State Department of Health Care Services to implement the mental health services provided
under the Adult and Older Adult Mental Health System of Care Act, which provides, among other things, funds for
counties to provide mental health services and related supportive housing or housing assistance necessary to stabilize
homeless, mentally ill persons or mentally ill persons at risk of being homeless. The MHSA permits amendment by
the Legislature by a2/3 vote of each house if the amendment is consistent with and furthers the intent of the MHSA,
and also permits the Legislature to clarify procedures and terms of the MHSA by a majority vote. This bill would
authorize a county mental health department to deposit with the agency funding received by the county under the
MHSA for the development of housing to meet the special housing needs of persons with mental illness. The bill
would authorize the agency to receive MHSA funding from a county to finance the acquisition, construction,
rehabilitation, refinancing, or development of special needs housing for persons with mental illness. The bill would
require the agency to coordinate with the State Department of Health Care Services to administer the use of these
funds. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 2001

(Ammiano D) Homeless youth: child welfare services.
Introduced: 2/20/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-In committee: Held under submission.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law provides that a child may come within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court and become a
dependent child of the court in certain cases, including when the child has suffered, or is at substantial risk of
suffering, serious physical harm or illness as a result of the willful or negligent failure of the parent or guardian to
provide the child with adequate food, clothing, shelter, or medical treatment. Existing law prohibits the court,
however, from finding that a child is within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court solely due to the lack of an
emergency shelter for the family. This bill would provide that a child residing in a runaway and homeless youth
shelter may be found to be within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, if that finding is supported by other evidence
of abuse or neglect . This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 2061

(Chau D) Child welfare services: families experiencing homelessness.
Introduced: 2/20/2014
Status: 8/5/2014-Read second time. Ordered to third reading.
Location: 8/5/2014-S. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law establishes the Aid to Families with Dependent Children-Foster Care (AFDC-FC) program,
under which counties provide payments to foster care providers on behalf of qualified children in foster care. The
program is funded by a combination of federal, state, and county funds, with moneys from the General Fund being
continuously appropriated to pay for the state's share of AFDC-FC costs. This bill would require the department to
encourage counties participating in the demonstration project to consider use of innovative, evidence-based
strategieswith the optional portion of their federal Title IV-E waiver capped allocation demonstration project to
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achieve supportive housing, rapid rehousing, and permanent housing, as described, for families that include a child
placed in foster care, who are receiving child welfare services, and who are experiencing homelessness. The bill
would also provide that the continuous appropriation for the state's share of the AFDC-FC costs would not be made
for purposes of implementing the bill. This bill contains other existing laws.
AB 2276

(Bocanegra D) Pupils: transfers from juvenile court schools.
Introduced: 2/21/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Do pass as amended.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law affords various protections for the enrollment of pupils in foster care, as defined, in schools,
including, among others, expedited enrollment and speedy transfer of academic records when a pupil in foster care is
transferring schools. Existing law also provides for the administration and operation of juvenile court schools by
county offices of education, and sets forth separate protections specifically applicable to pupils who have had contact
with the juvenile justice system, including prohibiting a pupil from being denied enrollment or readmission to a
public school because he or she has had contact with the juvenile justice system. This bill would specify that a pupil
who has had contact with the juvenile justice system shall be immediately enrolled in a public school, in accordance
with specified provisions. The bill would require a county office of education and county probation department to
have a joint transition planning policy that includes collaboration with relevant local educational agencies relating to
pupils who are being released from juvenile court schools. By imposing additional requirements on local
governmental entities with respect to the collaboration between a county office of education, the county probation
department, and other relevant local educational agencies, the bill would impose a state-mandated local program. The
bill would strongly encourage local educational agencies to enter into memoranda of understanding and create joint
policies, as specified, regarding the immediate enrollment of pupils transferring from juvenile court schools. The bill
would require the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Board of State and Community Corrections to
convene a statewide group to develop a model and study programs and policies relating to the transfer of educational
records and enrollment of pupils who are being transferred from juvenile court schools, and would require the
statewide group to report its findings and recommendations to the Legislature and appropriate policy committees on
or before January 1, 2016. The bill would revise legislative findings and declarations regarding the transfer of pupils
in foster care who have had contact with the juvenile justice system, and would make other clarifying and conforming
changes. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 2311

(Bradford D) General assistance: employable veterans.
Introduced: 2/21/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-In committee: Held under submission.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law requires each county to provide aid to its indigent residents not supported by other means.
These county programs are known as general assistance programs. This bill would, commencing July 1, 2015,
exempt from that prohibition an employable veteran who was honorably discharged from the Armed Forces, unless
the county enacts an ordinance making the prohibition applicable to an employable veteran who was honorably
discharged from the Armed Forces . By requiring a county to expand eligibility for general assistance programs, or
enact an ordinance to make the prohibition applicable to an employable veteran, this bill would impose a statemandated local program. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 2421

(Nestande R) Corporation Tax Law: credits: Homeless and Foster Youth Opportunities Investment Act.
Introduced: 2/21/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Action From APPR. SUSPENSE FILE: Held in APPR. SUSPENSE FILE.
Location: 8/14/2014-A. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: The Corporation Tax Law allows various credits against the taxes imposed by that law. This bill, for
taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2015, and before January 1, 2020, would allow a credit against the
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taxes imposed under that law for 50% of monetary contributions to qualified K-College education scholarship
organizations, as defined, to fund qualified K-College education scholarships, as defined. The bill would provide that
the credit would not exceed $200,000 per taxpayer, that the credit would be awarded on a first-come, first-served
basis, and that the credit would have an aggregate cap of $10,000,000 for each calendar year. The bill would require
the Franchise Tax Board and the State Department of Education to administer the credit, as specified. This bill
contains other related provisions.
AB 2573

(Stone D) Foster care: transition jurisdiction.
Introduced: 2/21/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-In committee: Held under submission.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law establishes transition jurisdiction for the juvenile court, and generally provides that minors
who are wards in foster care placement, and certain nonminors who are eligible for aid, and who satisfy other
specified criteria, including that their rehabilitative goals have been met and juvenile court jurisdiction over them as
a ward is no longer required, are within the transition jurisdiction of the juvenile court. Existing law provides that a
nonminor who was subject to an order for foster care placement at the time he or she attained 18 years of age and
who has not attained 21 years of age, for whom the court has dismissed transition jurisdiction, dependency
jurisdiction, or delinquency jurisdiction, but has retained general jurisdiction, may petition the court for a hearing to
resume dependency jurisdiction over a former dependent or assume or resume transition jurisdiction over a former
delinquent ward. This bill would authorize a court to assume or resume transition jurisdiction over a nonminor who
attained 18 years of age while subject to an order for foster care placement without consideration of whether the
rehabilitative goals of the nonminor, as set forth in the case plan in place at the time the court dismissed delinquency
jurisdiction, have been met. By increasing the duties of local entities related to, and as a result of, the juvenile court
assuming or resuming transition jurisdiction, this bill would impose a state- mandated local program. This bill
contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
AB 2591

(Weber D) Homeless youth: basic material needs assistance.
Introduced: 2/21/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-In committee: Held under submission.
Location: 8/14/2014-S. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law establishes various public social services programs to provide protection, care, and assistance
to the people of the state in need of those services, by providing appropriate aid and services to the needy and
distressed. Existing law establishes homeless youth emergency service pilot projects in the Counties of Los Angeles,
San Diego, Santa Clara, and San Francisco. This bill would create the Homeless Youth Basic Material Needs
Assistance Program. This bill would require that moneys appropriated by the Legislature for the purposes of the
program be allocated proportionally by the State Department of Social Services to each county that elects to establish
a program based on the number of homeless youth in the county , which is to be used to establish and operate the
program in the county. The bill would authorize a county to join with one or more other counties for the purpose of
pooling their respective allocations and establishing a program for those counties. The bill would require each
program to solicit proposals from and contract with nonprofit organizations for the purpose of providing basic
material needs assistance to homeless youth in the county or counties as directed by the entity administering the
program and would require contracted nonprofit organizations to consult with the children and family commission of
the county or counties, as specified, if the entity administering the program elects to include homeless youth from
birth to 5 years of age, inclusive, in its program. The bill would enact other related provisions.
AB 2632

(Maienschein R) Care facilities.
Introduced: 2/21/2014
Status: 8/5/2014-Read second time and amended. Ordered to third reading.
Location: 8/5/2014-S. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.
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Summary: Under existing law, the State Department of Social Services licenses and regulates, among other things,
community care facilities, foster family home or certified family home, residential care facilities for persons with a
chronic, life-threatening illness, residential care facilities for the elderly, and child day cares. Existing law requires
the department, prior to issuing a license or special permit to operate any of those facilities, to secure from an
appropriate law enforcement agency a criminal record to determine whether the applicant or any other person, as
specified, has been convicted of a crime other than a minor traffic violation, or arrested for certain crimes, or for any
crime for which the department cannot grant an exemption if the person was convicted and the person has not been
exonerated. Existing law requires an individual to obtain either a criminal record clearance or a criminal record
exemption from the department prior to his or her employment, residence, or initial presence in those facilities listed
above. Existing law prohibits the department from using a record of arrest to deny, revoke, or terminate any
application, license, employment, or residence unless the department investigates the incident and secures evidence
that is admissible in an administrative hearing to establish conduct by the person that may pose a risk to the health
and safety of any person who is or may become a client. This bill would prohibit the department, with regard to those
facilities, from issuing a criminal record clearance to a person who has violated or who has been arrested for
specified crimes or for any crime for which the department is prohibited from granting a criminal record exemption
prior to the department's completion of an investigation of the incident to establish conduct by the person that may
pose a risk to the health and safety of any person who is or may become a client. The bill would also require the
department, subsequent to licensing but prior to a person's employment, residence, or initial presence in a specified
facility, to secure from an appropriate law enforcement agency a criminal record to determine whether a person not
exempt from fingerprinting or other person, as specified, has been convicted of a crime other than a minor traffic
violation, arrested for certain crimes, or for any crime for which the department cannot grant an exemption.
SB 192

(Liu D) Early learning and educational support services.
Introduced: 2/7/2013
Status: 8/14/2014-Action From APPR. SUSPENSE FILE: Held in APPR. SUSPENSE FILE.
Location: 8/14/2014-A. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: The Child Care and Development Services Act, administered by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
requires the Superintendent to administer child care and development programs that offer a full range of services for
eligible children from infancy to 13 years of age and their parents, including a full range of supervision, health, and
support services through full- and part-time programs. This bill would reorganize and recast those provisions as the
Early Learning and Educational Support Act, and would require the Superintendent to develop standards for the
implementation of high-quality early learning and educational support programs based on certain indicia of quality,
including, but not limited to, program activities and services that meet the needs of children with exceptional needs
and diverse abilities. The bill would require certain information to be given to parents who receive services from
resource and referral programs and alternative payment programs. The bill would delete obsolete provisions, make
other related and conforming changes, and make nonsubstantive changes.
SB 761

(DeSaulnier D) Personal income taxes: voluntary contributions: School Supplies for Homeless Children Fund.
Introduced: 2/22/2013
Status: 8/14/2014-From consent calendar. Ordered to third reading.
Location: 8/14/2014-A. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: The Personal Income Tax Law authorizes an individual to contribute amounts in excess of his or her tax
liability for the support of specified funds, including the School Supplies for Homeless Children Fund. Existing law
requires the moneys deposited in the School Supplies for Homeless Children Fund to be allocated, upon
appropriation by the Legislature, to the State Department of Education for the sole purpose of assisting pupils in
California pursuant to the federal McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act by providing school supplies and
health-related products to homeless children through competitive grant programs, as provided. This bill would
instead require the same moneys, upon appropriation by the Legislature, to be allocated to the State Department of
Social Services for distribution to a nonprofit organization, exempt from taxation, for the sole purpose of assisting
pupils in California pursuant to the federal McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act by providing grants of school
supplies and health-related products to partnering local education agencies, as provided. This bill contains other
related provisions.
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SB 856

(Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review) Developmental services.
Introduced: 1/9/2014
Status: 6/20/2014-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 30, Statutes of 2014.
Location: 6/20/2014-S. CHAPTERED
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

Floor

2nd House

Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law, the California Community Care Facilities Act, provides for the licensing and regulation of
community care facilities, as defined, by the State Department of Social Services. A violation of the act is a
misdemeanor. This bill would license as a community care facility an enhanced behavioral supports home, which is a
facility certified by the State Department of Developmental Services and licensed by the State Department of Social
Services as an adult residential facility or a group home, with a maximum of 4 clients, that provides 24-hour
nonmedical care to individuals with developmental disabilities who require enhanced behavioral supports, staffing,
and supervision in a homelike setting, and that is eligible for federal Medicaid funding. The bill would require the
State Department of Developmental Services to establish a pilot program, until January 1, 2020, for the operation of
up to 6 enhanced behavioral supports homes, as specified, each fiscal year in which the pilot program is in effect and
to the extent funding is available. The bill would require an enhanced behavioral supports home to be certified by the
State Department of Developmental Services, and its plan of operation approved by both the State Department of
Developmental Services and the State Department of Social Services prior to being licensed as a community care
facility. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
SB 1111

(Lara D) Pupils: involuntary transfer: county community schools.
Introduced: 2/19/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Do pass.
Location: 8/14/2014-A. SECOND READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

Floor Desk

1st House

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing law authorizes a county board of education to establish and maintain one or more community
schools into which the county board of education may enroll specified pupils, including, but not limited to, pupils who
are expelled for specified reasons, referred as the result of the recommendation by a school attendance review board,
probation referred, or homeless children. This bill would revise the list of pupils who may be involuntarily enrolled in
a county community school to limit the kind of probation referrals and remove homeless children. The bill, with
regard to pupils referred as the result of a recommendation by the school attendance review board, would require that
the school district and the county office of education determine that the county community school has space available
to enroll the pupil, that the pupil's educational needs will be met by the county community school, and that the parent,
guardian, or responsible adult of the pupil does not expressly object to the referral based on specified reasons. The
bill would authorize the school district to either address the express objections or find an alternative placement in
another comprehensive or continuation school within the school district, or, after offering the pupil all other options,
refer the pupil to the county community school. The bill would require the school attendance review board to include
a school option that is geographically accessible, as defined, to the pupil, if the county community school is not
geographically accessible, as specified. The bill would also provide that the pupil has the right to return to his or her
previous school, or other appropriate school, at the end of the semester following the semester when the acts leading
to referral occurred. The bill would specify the period of time during which the pupil has the right to return. The bill
would allow enrollment of certain other pupils in a county community school with the consent of the pupil's parent,
guardian, or responsible adult. The bill would authorize, with respect to certain probation referrals to a county
community school, certain persons, including the attorney for a pupil who is under the jurisdiction of a delinquency
court, to take specified actions related to the enrollment of a pupil in a county community school. This bill contains
other related provisions and other existing laws.
SB 1123

(Liu D) Child care and development services.
Introduced: 2/19/2014
Status: 8/14/2014-Action From APPR. SUSPENSE FILE: Held in APPR. SUSPENSE FILE.
Location: 8/14/2014-A. APPR. SUSPENSE FILE
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.
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Summary: Under existing law, the Child Care and Development Services Act is enacted for, among other purposes,
the purpose of providing a comprehensive, coordinated, and cost-effective system of child care and development
services for children from infancy to 13 years of age and their parents, including a full range of supervision, health,
and support services through full- and part-time programs. Existing law requires the Superintendent of Public
Instruction to administer all California state preschool programs. Existing law requires those programs to include,
but not be limited to, part-day age and developmentally appropriate programs designed to facilitate the transition to
kindergarten for 3- and 4-year-old children in educational development, health services, social services, nutritional
services, parent education and parent participation, evaluation, and staff development. This bill would require the
Superintendent to develop standards for the implementation of high-quality early learning and educational support
programs. The bill would also include parent education and support and continuity of care and the assignment of
primary caregivers for infants and toddlers , among other things, of quality indicators. This bill contains other related
provisions and other existing laws.
SB 1203

(Jackson D) Property taxation: welfare exemption: rental housing and related facilities: payment-in-lieu-of-taxes
agreement.
Introduced: 2/20/2014
Status: 7/3/2014-Read second time. Ordered to third reading.
Location: 7/3/2014-A. THIRD READING
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk

Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: Existing property tax law establishes a partial welfare exemption for property used exclusively for rental
housing and related facilities that are owned and operated by either of any certain types of nonprofit entities or
veterans' organizations that meet specified exemption requirements, if either of certain qualifying criteria are met.
Existing law requires the owner of the property, in order to be eligible for the exemption, to certify that the funds that
would have been necessary to pay property taxes are used to maintain the affordability of, or reduce rents otherwise
necessary for, the units occupied by lower income households. This bill would delete that certification requirement
for exemption eligibility. The bill would prohibit an assessor from levying any escape or supplemental assessment as a
result of the certification requirement, because of a property owner's certification concerning the use of funds that
would have been necessary to pay property taxes and a payment-in-lieu-of-taxes agreement with a local government
for which the assessor did not, prior to January 1, 2015, levy any assessment. The bill would establish a conclusive
presumption that funds from payments under a payment-in-lieu-of-taxes agreement dated before January 1, 2015,
were used in compliance with the certification requirement. The bill would require any outstanding ad valorem tax,
interest, or penalty that was levied between January 1, 2012, and January 1, 2015, inclusive, as a result of the
certification requirement, because of a property owner's certification concerning the use of funds that would have
been necessary to pay property taxes and a payment-in-lieu-of-taxes agreement with a local government, to be
canceled. The bill would require a refund of tax, interest, or penalty, as so levied, that was paid prior to January 1,
2015. The bill would define "related facilities" for the purpose of the exemption. This bill contains other related
provisions.
SCR 128

(Liu D) California Runaway and Homeless Youth Month.
Introduced: 6/9/2014
Status: 8/13/2014-In Assembly. Held at Desk.
Location: 8/13/2014-A. DESK
Desk

Policy

Fiscal

1st House

Floor Desk Policy

Fiscal

2nd House

Floor Conf.
Enrolled Vetoed Chaptered
Conc.

Summary: This measure would designate the month of November 2014 as California Runaway and Homeless Youth
Month and would recognize the need for individuals, schools, communities, businesses, local governments, and the
state to take action on behalf of runaway and homeless youth in California.
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ICH Related Board Items

http://cob-sire.sbcounty.gov/sirepub/
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06/24/2014
31. Department of Behavioral Health-This item is a GRANT AWARD FROM THE UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT FOR CONTINUUM OF
CARE HOMELESS ASSISTANCE PLANNING PROJECT to ACCEPT A GRANT AWARD
(Grant No. CA2003L9D091200) from the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development for Continuum of Care Homeless Assistance Planning Project funding, in the
amount of $107,517, for the one year period beginning the date of execution by the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development..
Background: DBH acts in the role of an administrative agent on behalf of San Bernardino
County Continuum of Care (Continuum), which includes the submission of the annual HUD CoC
Homeless Assistance Program collaborative grant application. DBH will utilize the CoC Planning
grant award to develop a coordinated assessment system for assisting those families and
individuals at risk or currently experiencing homelessness in the County. Once implemented,
the coordinated assessment system will provide the community with a uniform, consistent
method of assessing homeless services and needs. It will serve as a centralized service that
connects homeless individuals and families or those at risk of homelessness with housing
resources across the entire spectrum of care. The coordinated or centralized intake and
assessment will be continually reviewed by the San Bernardino County Continuum to enhance
the system throughout the County.
On March 26, 2014, DBH received a grant award notice from HUD for CoC Planning funds in
the amount of $107,517. HUD sets an operating start date for the project, which will be used to
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determine when the project is eligible for renewal. This item is being presented to the Board of
Supervisors at this time, as this is the first available date following the required operational,
fiscal, and legal reviews. The agreement shall be effective the date of the execution by HUD,
and will remain in effect for the one year period beginning the date of execution.
Financial Impact: This item does not require additional Discretionary General Funding (Net
County Cost). HUD requires a minimum of 25% cash and/or in-kind match for the CoC Planning
Project funds ($26,880). DBH will meet the required match through existing Mental Health
Services Act funds ($13,440) and Human Services Reimbursement ($13,440). Adequate
appropriation and revenue have been included in the DBH’s 2014-15 budget.
Presenter- Casonya Thomas, Director

07/08/2014
23. Department of Community Development and Housing- This item is AMENDED RESTATED
COOPERATION AND DELEGATE AGENCY AGREEMENTS WITH VARIOUS CITIES FOR
PARTICIPATION IN THE COUNTY’S COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
PROGRAM FOR 2015-16 THROUGH 2017-18 to approve the form of the 2015-16 through
2017-18 Amended and Restated Cooperation Agreements between the County and 13
Cooperating Cities, identified in the Background Section, for participation in the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) and related programs.
Background: On June 17, 2014 9Item No. 45) the Board of Supervisors (Board) approved a
Cooperation Agreement and Delegate Agency Agreement with each of the 13 Cooperating
Cities. The purpose of those agreements was to meet the Cooperating Cities’ and County’s
desire for the County to administer a CDBG program within each respective city’s limits. These
Agreements were already approved by the Cooperating Cities prior to the Board’s approval.
During this approval process, HUD implemented new regulations required to be inserted
immediately as part of all Cooperation Agreements. The approval of this item will incorporate
the language from the newly enacted regulations into these Cooperation Agreements.
The new HUD regulations require all Cooperation Agreements to include language stating
“CDBG funds must be used for CDBG-eligible activities and forbids local governmental entities
from selling, trading or otherwise transferring CDBG funds for other funds.” Additionally, each
Cooperating City and County must “agree to cooperate to undertake, or assist in undertaking,
community renewal and lower-income housing assistance activities.”
The 13 Cooperating Cities are concurrently in the process of approving their Amended and
Restated Agreements. Time is of the essence since HUD has issued a deadline of July 25,
2014, for submission of Cooperation Agreements. The Board is being requested to approve the
form of these agreements and to authorize the Chief Executive Officer to execute the
agreements once all of the cities have approved. This process will allow the County to meet the
HUD deadline.
Cooperating Cities/Towns
Adelanto
Barstow
Big Bear Lake
Colton
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Grand Terrace
Highland
Loma Linda
Montclair
Needles
Redlands
Twentynine Palms
Yucaipa
Yucca Valley
Financial Impact: Approval of this item will not impact Discretionary General Funding (Net
County Cost). Approval of the agreements are required for the County to be eligible to receive
an estimated $20 million of CDBG funds over the next three years, approximately $10.5 million
will be distributed to the 13 Cooperating Cities. Additionally the County anticipates receiving
approximately $7.5 million from the HOME Investment Partnership Act (HOME) and $1.3 million
in Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) funds over the same three year period. All of the HOME
and ESG funds are distributed based on the NOFA process, in which housing projects and
service providers can compete. Actual grant amounts will be based on future federal funding
appropriations bills and the demographics within the areas of the cooperating cities and
unincorporated areas of the County.
Presenter- Dena Fuentes, Director
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Report
Date
Presenter
Announcements

The purpose of this document is to present the Office of Homeless Services on activities
from the San Bernardino County Reentry Collaborative (SBCRC).
August 27, 2014
Jose Marin, Special Projects Coordinator, Department of Public Health
The table below lists the announcements for today’s meeting.

June Reentry Meeting
• No June Meeting
July Reentry Meeting
• The SBCRC met on July 25, 2014 from 9:30 am – 11:00 am at the Workforce Development Department in
San Bernardino.
• The presentations and topics centered around United Way 211 Reentry Services and Community Reports
o Presentation from United Way 211 Reentry Services outlining their efforts in assisting those who
were recently released from incarceration. Services include:
 Referral Services
 Enhanced data collection MIS
 Revised/revamped Intake form
 Revised intake procedures
 Success Stories
o Cal State CSRI center received a renewal of their contract with CDCR for three years
o Probation provided a report on the various activities of their DRC
o Sheriff’s Dept. had an open house of their Fire Crew program on 8/20
July & Aug Workgroup Meetings
• The workgroup met on Jul 11th and Aug 8th from 9:00 am – 11:00 am at Public Health Conference Room in
San Bernardino.
• Topics included:
o Employment and education strategies
o Sharing of intake forms and case management plans
o Presentation by Empower Gate (non-profit agency providing peer employment services)
o Center for Employment Opportunities (CEO) presented
 In peer review phase of grant request from federal government
 Will provide services up to 250 persons
 Will provide peer mentoring to find and maintain employment
• New topics will be centered around Health & Human Services – Behavioral Health issues

For more information, please contact Jose Marin at jose.marin@dph.sbcounty.gov.
Please visit our website at www.sbcounty.gov/sbcrc

Monthly Reentry Steering Committee Meetings
1/24/2014
(Friday)

7/25/2014
(Friday)

2/26/2014
(Wednesday)

8/27/2014
(Wednesday)

3/28/2014
(Friday)

9/26/2014
(Friday)

4/23/2014
(Wednesday)

10/22/2014
(Wednesday)

5/23/2014
(Friday)

11/21/2014
(Friday)

6/25/2014
(Wednesday)

4th Wednesday of every other month (Beginning in February):
Times:
1:30pm-3:00pm
Location:
TBD
4th Friday of every other month (Beginning in January):
Times :
9:30am-11:00am
Location:
Workforce Development, WIB Room
215 North “D” Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
The parking for this building is located at the public parking
structure on the corner of 2nd street and “D” Street with access
on both 2nd and D Streets.

Monthly Reentry Workgroup Meetings
Meeting Date
(2 Friday of each Month)
nd

1/10/2014
2/14/2014
3/14/2014
4/11/2014
5/9/2014
6/13/2014
7/11/2014
8/8/2014
9/12/2014
10/10/2014
11/14/2014

Meeting Times
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am

-

11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am
11:00am

For more information, please contact:

Meeting Location

Public Health
172 W 3rd Street
6th Floor Conference Room
San Bernardino, CA

Department of Public Health
909-387-6218 or mocampo@dph.sbcounty.gov

Minutes for San Bernardino County Homeless Partnership
Interagency Council on Homelessness (ICH)
June 25, 2014
9:00 am – 11:00 am
Department of Behavioral Health-Training Institute
1950 South Sunwest Lane, Suite 200
San Bernardino, CA 92415
Minutes Recorded and Transcribed by Tammy Dickey, Secretary I, Office of Homeless Services

TOPIC

PRESENTER

ACTION/OUTCOME

Call to Order

Gary Madden

•

The meeting was called to order at 9:03 am.

Introductions

Gary Madden

•

Introductions were made by all ICH Members. Guests were also invited to introduce themselves.

REPORTS

PRESENTER

Homeless Provider Network

Sharon Green

•

ICH Subcommittee Reports

Tom Hernandez

•

Molly Wiltshire of
behalf of Supervisor
Ramos

•

Molly Wiltshire provided a report on the ICH Homeless Youth Subcommittee. Senator Feinstein’s office provided a draft
clarification to provide feedback to the Ad Hoc subcommittee.

Victoria Ostermann

•

The Homeless Youth definition and language will be introduced as a single bill after July 31, 2014. The bill thought to be originally
included into a human trafficking bill, will now be a “stand alone” bill. The Senator is also looking for co-authors and has identified
someone from the Republican side in regards to the bipartisan bill. Supervisor Ramos’ office will have another opportunity to
review the draft prior to being submitted.

Kent Paxton

•

Mr. Paxton reported out on the ICH Ad Hoc Policy Development Committee. Since the last report to ICH the following issues
have been brought forth:
 For example the relationship of ICH needs to be to the board in terms of recommending policy. The first
recommendation was to develop a relationship with the City and County regarding use of funds. At the August 2014
meeting we hope to have changes in place and provide an updated report.

ACTION/OUTCOME
The most recent Homeless Provider Network (HPN) Meeting was held on Wednesday, June 18, 2014. Ms. Green provided the
ICH members with a verbal HPN Report.
 There is currently a vacancy on the HPN committee due to Nicole Aragon leaving. As a quorum was not established at
the last HPN meeting the voting members were unable to approve the nomination of Lois Perkins to fill the vacancy and
as an ICH representative.
 HPN attendees gathered in groups per assigned regions to introduce each other and prepare for their first regional
meetings that were recently established per the second amended By-Laws on Wednesday, May 21, 2014.
 Ms. Green shared a newspaper article regarding San Jacinto being sued by the city due to zoning laws and transitional
housing. The City won the lawsuit. Providers in the Desert/Mountain are experiencing similar situations with the City of
Victorville regarding transitional housing and zoning laws.
The Bylaws and Membership Committee met on June 2, 2014 to approve the recommendations for the General At-Large
Member. The committee is recommending Kim Carter to serve in that capacity. An Item will be placed on the Wednesday, August
27, 2014 agenda for approval and ratification.

Board Agenda Review

Kent Paxton

•
•

The Board of Supervisor approved the new contract with Urban Initiatives on Thursday, July 3, 2014.
The Board of Supervisors approved Action Item #47 which relates to:
 Approve Inter-Agency Cooperation Agreement for the use of HOME funds for Federal Fiscal Years 2014-15 through
2016-2017 under the HOME Investment Partnership Program (HOME) Consortium between the County of San
Bernardino and the City of San Bernardino. This will be used in the City of San Bernardino and will be part of the
HOME Investment Partnership Program consortium.

Supervisor Gonzales

•

Legislative Report

Otis Greer

•

Supervisor Gonzales discussed that the intentions regarding homelessness has always been that we started with nothing, but
with the overall goal to bring all resources to the homeless population under one umbrella. Make housing available to everyone.
Mr. Greer provided a status update on State Legislation that may be of interest to the ICH. (Copies are available upon request).

Reentry Collaborative Report

Jose Marin

•
•

Office of Homeless Services

Tom Hernandez

Mr. Marin provided a report on California Forward (CA Fwd), a non-profit agency that is looking to partner with SB County to deal
with SB County’s reentry issues.
California Forward (CA Fwd) is offering assistance to a select group of counties, for up to three years, to support their system
change efforts to:
 Build the culture and capacity for data-based decision-making and continuous evaluation and improvement.
 Reduce over-reliance on incarceration by implementing alternatives shown to work.
 Improve public safety outcomes and reduce costs.

California Forward’s ultimate goal is that counties will apply new tools, processes and decision-making models to other county
responsibilities and create a culture where data driven decision-making is applied to policy, budget and management decisions to
improve the overall effectiveness of how public dollars are spent to achieve better outcomes.

• The Office of Homeless Services (OHS) has met with all cities for the initial Point-In-Time Count (PITC) except for San Bernardino
and Needles. OHS will be meeting with the City of Needles nonprofit organization Feed My Sheep on Thursday, June 26, 2014.
The Office of Homeless Services has meet with all remaining cities. Cities are on board ready to move forward with the 2015
PITC in January.
• The National Alliance to End Homelessness released the State of the Homelessness in America 2014. You may access the
report via the following link: http://www.endhomelessness.org/library/entry/the-state-of-homelessness-2014.
• On June 11, 2014, on Capitol Hill, the 100,000 Homes Campaign announced it had reached its goal of connecting 100,000 people
experiencing homelessness with permanent housing.
• On May 29, 2014, Office of Homeless Services (OHS) staff attended a “We County, California!” Youth Point-In-Time Count
workshop in Santa Ana. In attendance were Brenda Dowdy, Shonnie Perry, and two representatives from the Family Assistance
Program in Redlands.
• OHS recommends conducting a youth PITC separately from the 2015 PITC. The recommendation was based on the extended
number of questions and the fact that homeless youth may tend to gather in locations that are different from other homeless
populations.
• HUD does not mandate a youth PITC, therefore, the youth PITC may be conducted on a different date and time than the 2015
PITC. It can also be conducted on the same day but at a different time.
• Tom reported out on page 7 of 7 regarding CA-609 of which HUD announced the remaining balance for Tier 1 and Tier 2. Seven
applications were received and of those seven only three were funded:
 CoC Planning Project Application FY 2013 - $114,572
 Infinite Horizons FY 2013 - $504,418
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•
•
•
•
•

 San Bernardino Transitional Living Center - $292,203
Programs not funded include:
 Two Inland County Legal Services Programs
 New Hope Village and Victor Valley Domestic Violence
Tom provided a presentation of the FY 2013 – FY 2014 CoC Program Competition NOFA Broadcast with Ann Oliva regarding the
decisions recently made regarding funding and loss of funding. The link is provided below:
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/3401/fy2013-coc-program-nofa-and-application-webcast/ please begin webcast on 9 minutes
and 42 seconds to review the portion that was presented.
HUD did not fund Tier 1 categories for the following:
 New Hope Village will end June 30, 2014 – funding lost (66,675).
 Victor Valley Domestic Violence program will end July 30, 2014 – funding lost ($283,000).
The committee will be looking at all available resources to possible assist with these funding issues.
 We will request answers from HUD as to why this has happened and how to reestablish loss of funding.
 With the loss of the above housing elements this will affect 51 families and their children.

CONSENT ITEMS

PRESENTER

Approve minutes of the
June 25, 2014 ICH meeting

Gary Madden

•

Consent items of the agenda were presented. A motion and a second were received. Hearing no objections, consent items were
unanimously approved by the ICH members.

Jordan Wright
Field Representative
Assemblymember
Freddie Rodriguez
52nd District

•

Mr. Jordan provided a presentation regarding the California State Council on Developmental Disabilities (SCDD). Some key
points regarding the program include: What is the SCDD, how was it created and what does it do?

PRESENTATIONS
State Council on Developmental
Disabilities

•

Nationwide Cost Recovery Services

Eli Cortez
Nef Cortez

•
•



The SCDD was established by the State and Federal Law as an independent State agency to ensure that people with
developmental disabilities and their families receive the services and supports they need.



The Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Act (AB 846) was proposed by Assemblymember Frank D. Lanterman in
1973 and passed into law in 1977. It entitles people with developmental disabilities the right to services and support that
enable them to live more independent lives. It also declares persons with developmental disabilities have the same
legal rights and responsibilities guaranteed all other persons and charges the regional center with advocacy for, and
protection of, these rights.

The State Plan consists of the following:
 Federal Law requires the Council to identify methods to improve and increase services for individuals and their families,
and to submit these findings in the form of a State Plan.
 The Plan identifies priority areas for improving and increasing services and supports for individuals and their families.
 Plan goals, objectives, and strategies are achieved through SCDD activities and Community Program Development
Grants.
 The Plan is approved by the Federal Administration on Developmental Disabilities. (PowerPoint available upon request)
Mr. Eli and Nef Cortez provided a presentation regarding foreclosure crisis management.
California leads the nation in foreclosures with 38% of homes under water and 8% of homes delinquent.
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With U.S. home values falling 13.5% since their peak in 2007, many homeowners are now underwater on their
mortgages, meaning they owe more than their home is worth.
Nationwide Cost Recovery Services (NCRS) helps cities manage foreclosure problems via an early warning system.
The California foreclosure process is now more complex.
 Normal foreclosure process time historically has been 4 months.
 New normal extends to 12 months or more.
 Requires more oversight and inspections due to the increased risk of abandonment or blighted properties
NCRS Foreclosure online registration and automated case file management and property tracking services create an early
warning system for housing needs.
$0 cost of NCRS foreclosure managed solution consist of the following:
 $0.00 cost to the City - general fund or its residents for our services provided by NCRS for a successful
implementation of this program. Funded by banks, lenders and or their agents.
 $0.00 cost to the City general fund for field services and inspections, database and field technology management,
Real Estate Owned (REO) program management, negotiations and collections provided.
 $0.00 cost to the City general fund for ongoing maintenance and follow-up of this foreclosure program by NCRS.
 $0.00 cost to the City general fund to utilize foreclosure cloud technology online registration and case file management
and oversight by NCRS.
Foreclosure program direct benefits:
 Minimize blight caused by properties in foreclosure by holding banks accountable to maintain their properties.
 Residents (Owners and Tenants) may be referred to free County, State, and Federal legal services for one-on-one legal
foreclosure assistance and guidance.
 Assure zero net cost to general fund by contracting specialist to implement and administrate the program.
 Generate revenue from bank registration to pay for 100% cost of the program.
REO licensed and certified NCRS foreclosure services include:
 Specialized foreclosure expertise.
 Bank cost recovery expertise.
 Direct access to banks at corporate level for escalation of compliance.
 Absorb challenge of staffing up and staffing down to changing process. (PowerPoint available upon request)


•
•

•
•

•

•

UPDATES
Homeless Management Information
System (HMIS)

PRESENTER
Tom Hernandez

ACTION/OUTCOME
• This item will be deferred until Wednesday, August 27, 2014

DISCUSSION ITEMS

PRESENTER

ACTION/OUTCOME
•

N/A
Mr. Henderson thanked the committee for his one year extension on transitional housing for Salvation Army.
Because of this extension 49 children and 258 emergency clients will be served.

PUBLIC COMMENT

PRESENTER
Major Daniel
Hernandez

•
•

COUNCIL ROUNDTABLE

PRESENTER

ACTION/OUTCOME

Adjournment

Gary Madden

•

N/A

•

Being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 11:00 am.
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Wednesday, August 27, 2014 at 9:00 am – 11:00 am
DBH – Training Institute
1950 S. Sunwest Lane, Suite 200, San Bernardino, CA 92408

Next Meeting

Office of Homeless Services
1950 S. Sunwest Lane, Suite 200 • San Bernardino, CA 92408
Phone: (909) 252-4001 • Fax: (909) 252-4088
Email: homelessrfp@hss.sbcounty.gov • Website: http://hss.sbcounty.gov/sbchp/

ALEXANDER
BRAZIER
COLEMAN
CONGDON
CORTEZ
CORTEZ
DAMERON
DEBEVEC

JESSICA
ANTHONY
REGINA
STEPHANI
ELI
NEF
CARL
CAROLYN

DOWDY
ESCALANTE
EVEY
GOMEZ
GONZALES
GREEN
GREER
HAUGAN
HEESEN
HENDERSON
HERNANDEZ
JONES
JONES
LEONE
LUTTRELL
MADDEN
MARIN
MARQUEZ
MCKINNEY
METU
NAGLER

BRENDA
JOSEPHINE
DARRYL
ART
JOSIE
SHARON
OTIS
LINDA
CHERYL
DANIEL
TOM
LISA
MIKE
ROBERT
DEANNA
GARY
JOSE
VIRGINIA
MICHAEL
ANNE
DAVID

Attendees at June 25, 2014 • Interagency Council on Homelessness
CEO – Operation Grace
909-382-8540
Foothill Aids Project
909-884-2722
County Counsel
909-387-3266
Nationwide Cost Recovery Services
Nationwide Cost Recovery Services

909-800-8918
909-762-8135

Community Action Partnership of San Bernardino
County
Superintendent of Schools
VA Medical Center HCHV Outreach Program
ED Family Assistance
Deputy Executive Officer - Human Services
Supervisor – Fifth District
Victor Valley Resource Center
Government Relations Analyst
Asst. Executive Officer- Human Services Department
Exec. Director – Family Service Agency – Redlands
Major – Salvation Army San Bernardino
Homeless Services Manager - Office of Homeless Svcs.
HACSB
SBCSD – HOPE Team
Mayor – Town of Yucca Valley
Office of Homeless Services
Director - Inland Empire United Way
Public Health
Council Member – City of San Bernardino
Chief of Staff – Mayor Davis
Program Director – Salvation Army
CEO/CCLM

909-723-1500
909-386-3266
909-825-7084
760-843-0701
909-388-0252
909-387-4565
760-887-1909
909-387-4383
909-387-4717
909-793-2673
909-252-4051
909-890-9533
909-382-7006
909-980-2857 ext. 211
909-387-6495
909-266-0053
909-888-4880
909-381-6921

pastorjessicaalexander@gmail.com
abrazier@fapinfo.org
rcoleman@cc.sbcounty.gov
eli.ncrs@gmail.com
nef.ncrs@gmail.com
carl@dmaeroncommunications.com
cdebevec@capsbc.sbcounty.gov
brenda_dowdy@sbcss.k12.ca.us
josephine.escalante@va.gov
darryl@familyassist.org
gomeza@hss.sbcounty.gov
jgonzales@bos.sbcounty.gov
s.green.vvfrc@gmail.com
otis.greer@cao.sbcounty.gov
lhaugan@hss.sbcounty.gov
rfscheryl@hotmail.com
daniel.henderson@usw.salvationarmy.org
thernandez@dbh.sbcounty.gov
ljones@hacsb.com
mjones@sbcsd.org
dluttrell@dbh.sbcounty.gov
gmadden@ieuw.org
Jose.marin@dph.sbcounty.gov
marquez_vi@sbcity.org
mckinney_mi@sbcity.org
dangler@cclm.org
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O’KEEFE-HODGE
OSTERMANN
PASCO
PAXTON
PERKINS
PERKINS
REECE
SANTORO
SMITH
SMITH
STEWART
SWEITZER
THOMAS
WEATHERSPOON - BELL
WILTSHIRE
WRIGHT

MAUREEN
VIKKI
ANGELA
KENT
JOSEPH
LOIS
TRACY
LIZETT
DON
SHARON
KYRA
MICHAEL
CASONYA
REGINA
MOLLY
JORDAN

KEYS – HACSB
Legislative Analyst – Legislative Affairs
Exec. Director – New Hope Village, Inc.
Mayor's Office - City of San Bdno
Life Community Development
Probation
Constituent Service Representative – Third District BOS
Urban Initiatives
VVFRC
Family Services Agency
Department of Behavioral Health
Director – Department of Behavioral Health
Field Representative – First District
Communications Director
Field Representative
Assemblymember Freddie Rodriguez 52nd District

909-387-4777
760-256-3656
909-384-5133
760-246-0691
909-387-5684
951-488-7118
909-793-2673
909-421-9419
909-382-3084
909-387-4855

mhodge@keysnonprofit.org
vostermann@cao.sbcounty.gov
newhopevillageinc@gmail.com
paxton_ke@sbcity.org
jazzlewis@aim.com
Tracy.Reece@prob.sbcounty.gov
Lizett.Santoro@bos.sbcounty.gov
donsmith@urban-initiatives.org
s.smith.vvfrc@gmail.com
kyra@redlandsfamilyservice.org
msweitzer@dbh.sbcounty.gov
cthomas@dbh.sbcounty.gov
Regina.Weatherspoon-Bell@bos.sbcounty.gov
molly.wiltshire@bos.sbcounty.gov
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